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CORRIGENDA.

The footnote on page 4 does not read quite accurately. T he following 
additions will render the meaning clear

In line 3 of the footnote, after the word “ w as," add "  fifty-six, i.e. . 
four vertical columns o f."

In the bottom line of the footnote, after the words “  embossed stam ps.”  
add “ printed after 1865."



Notes on the Dies of the Postage 
Stamps of Portugal of the Reigns of 

Dona Maria II. and Dom Pedro V.

IN the early days of philatelic literature it was recognised that there 
were two distinct types of the 5 reis and the 25 reis of Dorn Pedro, 
namely, those in which the hair of the embossed head of the 

sovereign was smooth and parted, and those in which it was curly. I 
need only refer to the handbooks and guides of M. Moens and Messrs. 
Bellars & Davie of the year 1864.

In the Philatelist of December, 1867 (Vol. I., p. 195), a correspondent 
pointed out differences in the reprint of 1864 and the original of the 5 reis 
of Dona Maria. Again in Le Timbre Poste of February, 1870 (Voi. VIII., 
p. 12), M. Moens mentioned that he had discovered several types of 
the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro with smooth hair and of the 25 reis blue with 
the hair curly, and in the Le Timbre Poste of the following month 
Dr. Legrand gave a detailed description of five varieties of the 5 reis; 
he also referred to the two varieties of the 25 reis with curly hair, one 
being the well-known variet}' with fine network and the other the 
variety, or rather group of varieties, in which the network is “ coarse.” 
The fine network is really the intersection of two series of curved 
white lines, in each of which the lines are separated by equal distance, 
while in the “ coarse network” varieties the single lines of the “ fine 
network” are replaced by double curved lines drawn very close to one 
another. It is now well known that there are really six varieties 
of the 25 reis with “ coarse network,” each printed from a distinct die, 
and although the differences in the several dies are small and not 
noticeable without close examination, yet they are such that they 
cannot have been caused by mere retouches of an original die. In 
his description of the five varieties of the 5 reis, Dr. Legrand gives the 
numbers of the pearls within the circle as 75, 76, 76, Si, and 89 
respectively. It is evident that Dr. Legrand was under the erroneous 
impression that these several varieties or types existed in conjunction 
on one or more “  plates,” which was, in fact, the view generally held 
until a true description of the process actually employed for producing 
the embossed stamps was published by Dr. Anachoreta and subse
quently amplified by Mr. j .  N. Marsden in articles and papers to which 
I refer later.

The Rev. R. B. Earée wrote a very careful and well-thought-out 
paper entitled “  The Stamps of Portugal,” published in the eleventh 
volume of the Stamp Collector's Magazine (1873, pp. 109, 122, etc.), in 
which he gives his own description of five varieties of the 5 reis of 
Dorn Pedro with straight hair, and I may say that they do not altogether
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accord with those of Dr. Legrand's list. The discrepancies I deal with 
later. Mr. Earée failed to distinguish the two dies of the 25 reis blue of 
Dom Pedro with the straight hair, but he claimed to have discovered two 
varieties of the 5 reis curly hair and also two varieties of the 25 reis 
rose of Dom Pedro, curly hair, and apparently he had not come across 
specimens of the two styles of network on the stamps of 25 reis of 
Dorn Pedro with curly hair. The two types of the embossed 5 reis 
of Dom Luiz were also distinguished and described by Mr. Earée, 
The second edition of the Stamp Collector's Handbook (1878), by 
the late Mr. E. L. Pemberton, lists the two varieties of the 25 reis of 
Dorn Pedro, straight hair, as well as the “ five types” of the 5 reis 
straight hair and the varieties of the 25 reis blue, curly hair, with “ fine 
net” and “ coarse net.” The “ Remarks ” on the issues of Dorn Pedro 
contain the erroneous statement, “ five dies side by side are repeated 
to make the sheet.”

I will now refer to a most important publication which may be 
regarded as the source of official information as regards the history of 
and processes employed for the production of the early Portuguese 
stamps, viz., an article by Dr. Anachoreta, of Lisbon, on the first issue 
of Portugal, published in the Bulletin Official of June, 1895, of the 
Lausanne Philatelic Society. Dr. Anachoieta had at one time held a 
position in the Lisbon Mint, where all the postage stamps of Portugal 
were printed, and I believe that this article contained the first descrip
tion of the process actually employed for the production of the 
embossed stamps. The next addition to our knowledge of the dies 
employed for the Portuguese stamps is to be found in a paper by 
Herr O. Wassermann, published in the Deutsche В rief marken-Zeitung 
(April, 1900), “ Die typen der Marken von Portugal zu 25 Reis Emission 
1856 und 1857,” in which he distinguished and illustrated six types of 
the 25 reis (blue and rose) of Dorn Pedro, curly hair, for each of which 
a distinct die must have been used.

In the following month, Mr. M. P. Castle read before the Philatelic 
Society of London a most important paper entitled “ Notes on the 
Stamps of Portugal.” This paper, which is published in the tenth 
volume of the London Philatelist (see pages 173 and 199), marks a great 
advance in the study of the various types of the early stamps of this 
country and, further, contains a useful summary of Dr. Anachoreta’s 
paper above referred to. Among other things, it cleared up several 
points relating to the dies used for the 5 reis of Dona Maria, as to 
which great confusion formerly existed, and proves beyond all question 
that two distinct dies were used for the issued stamps of this denomina
tion, one of which was subsequently employed for the Reprints of 1864. 
It further describes very clearly the differences in the several dies of the 
25 reis of Dorn Pedro, curly hair, as of Dom Luiz ; and as Mr. Castle had 
been in correspondence with Herr O. Wassermann on the subject of 
the former, his explanations of these minutiae and of the results of his 
examination, eye-aching as he truly terms it, are most material.

Mr. Castle’s paper, which related only to the issues of 1853 to 
1873, was followed by an exhaustive work by Mr. J. N. Marsden— 
“ The Adhesive Stamps of Portugal” — which runs through many num
bers of the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth volumes of the London 
Philatelist. Mr. Marsden is justly recognised as the authority par

i
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excellence on the stamps of Portugal and its Colonies, and this treatise 
of his must ever remain a leading work on the issues of Portugal from 
1853 down to 1903. It comprises the history of the postage stamps 
from their inception and incorporates all the earlier materials and 
information to which I have referred and also the results of Mr. 
Marsden’s own researches.

It İs unfortunate, however, that Mr. Marsden’s paper is not illustrated, 
and although Mr. Castle’s notes are accompanied by a page of illustra
tions of some of the early stamps of the country, they are only of the 
sizes of the original stamps and therefore are not of much assistance. 
Moreover, so far as I am aware, no useful illustrations of the several 
types of the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro, straight hair, have ever been published 
in any work or journal, and it is difficult for collectors to follow the 
verbal descriptions of the small differences which distinguish the 
several types of the early stamps without clear and enlarged illustra
tions. These have been provided in the case of the embossed stamps 
of Dom Luiz I. of 1870 and the following years, printed from the dies 
of Senhor Campos as an accompaniment to a paper by Mr. Robert 
Ehrenbach— “ Notes on the Straight-Label Issues and of Portugal 
(1870) ”— which was read by him before the Philatelic Society on the 
i ith April, 1902, and published in the London Philatelist of August, 1902 
(Vol. XI,, page 182), It is an interesting piece of original work, 
involving close examination and accurate measurement of numerous 
specimens. The object of this present paper is to provide collectors 
with clear and enlarged illustrations of the types of the earlier issues 
with a few explanatory notes. No claim is made for any originality in 
the following notes, which, except as to a few trifling remarks, are a 
resumé of the articles and papers to which I have already referred.

For a full appreciation of the nature of the several types of the 
various stamps of the group comprised in this paper, it is important to 
have a clear idea of the process by which they were produced, and I 
cannot do better than give the following quotation from Mr. Marsden’s 
paper above referred to (vide London Philatelist, Vol. XII., page 101):—

“ As stated by Dr. Anachoreta, the first engraver to the Mint, 
Senhor Francisco Borja Freire, was entrusted with the arrangements 
for the first issue, after the use of stamps for prepaying correspondence 
had been officiali}' decided upon, and was sent on a special mission to 
England to study the question. The result was that two machines for 
printing and embossing stamps at the same time were ordered from 
-Messrs. Dryden Brothers, Lambeth, the same firm that supplied the 
English Government with machines for producing the early English 
embossed postage stamps. These machines are still to be seen in the 
Lisbon Mint, and were used for printing all the relief issues of Portugal 
and the Colonies up to a comparatively recent period. Dr. Anachoreta 
states that the machine was worked by manual labour, which at so 
early a period was probable ; I myself saw it in work in the year 1886, 
and it was then being worked by steam power.

“ At first the machines could only produce twenty-four stamps to 
the sheet, but subsequently— at what period is uncertain, but most 
probably for the 1866 issue— they were altered so as to produce twenty- 
eight stamps to the sheet, and the marks of the alteration are still to
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be seen in the machines. When I saw the machines at work, the die, 
a movable one, descended and printed and embossed only one stamp 
at a time, the paper underneath having its position altered by a man 
who worked with a couple of small hand-levers, one for the vertical 
and the other for the horizontal movement. The sheet was thus moved 
to receive the impressions until complete— six horizontal rows of four 
stamps— when it was withdrawn and another blank sheet substituted. 
If the workman delayed to move the sheet between two descents of the 
die, the result was a double impression. This delay frequently occurred 
in the last stamp of the sheet, when a fresh sheet was being got ready 
to place in the machine. Double relief impressions, as Mr. Castle 
explains, occurred when two sheets were inadvertently placed in the 
machine at the same time, the lower one receiving the embossing only. 
This sheet put into the machine a second time would thus appear with 
two embossings.

“ It is interesting to note that the colours employed for the first 
issue were the same as those in vogue in England at the time, but 
allotted to different values. A red stamp for official use was authorised, 
Senhor Freire probably hearing of the existence of the id. V.R. in 
England, but the die was never prepared, and consequently no stamps 
were ever printed for this purpose.”

During the last Christmas vacation I spent a few days at Lisbon, 
and thanks to Mr. Marsden’s influence, I was permitted to visit the 
Mint in his company. This has enabled me to understand many things 
in connection with the later as well as the early issues of Portugal and 
its Colonies, but in these notes I will confine my remarks to the 
machines employed for the production of the embossed stamps. The 
attendant who conducted us over the various departments informed ns 
that the Government acquired three of Messrs. Dryden’s presses, and 
that from one or other of them, the whole of the embossed stamps, 
including even those of the Colonies, of the type of 1886 were printed. 
There is no question of plates or separate clichés for the embossed 
stamps; each stamp was printed one at a time from a single die, which 
descended vertically on the sheet. The sheets were placed in a tray, in 
the bottom of which was laid some strong cardboard, and the tray' was 
worked into its successive positions under the die by two hand-levers, 
each advance being controlled by a pin which worked along a zigzag 
slot in a brass plate attached to the press. The tray, when I saw it, 
contained a piece of cardboard on which were clearly visible, blind 
impressions corresponding to a sheet (or, if my recollection is correct, 
two sheets, t.e., four vertical columns, each of fourteen* stamps) of one

* Since these notes appeared in the Philatelic Record, I have received a letter from 
M r. Marsden challenging the accuracy of my statement that the number of blind impres
sions on the cardboard in the tray w as fourteen, and suggesting that it might give rise to 
an erroneous view as to the size of the panes of the embossed stamps printed after 1S65. 
M y recollection m ay be at fault, but it accords with a note which I made at the time of 
my visit to the Mint, and I m ay say' that the number of the blind impressions certainly 
arrested my attention. B ut even if it be a fact that there were more than 28 blind impres
sions on the cardboard, I am not satisfied that any question thereby necessarily arises as 
to the size of the panes, because I im agine that the piece of cardboard had been used for 
many printings and was shifted from time to time along the tray— certainly there was 
nothing in the arrangement of the blind impressions to suggest the printing of sheets of 
two panes with a margin between them , and 1 have never heard of or seen a pane of the 
embossed stamps arranged otherwise than in seven rows of four stamps, which is, more-
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of the straight-label stamps of Dom Luiz. The attendant informed 
us that these blind impressions were made on the occasion of striking 
off some reprints. No such controlling apparatus could have been 
used in printing the Six Pence, Ten Pence, and One Shilling embossed 
stamps of the United Kingdom ;* it is well known that the latter 
stamps are impressed very irregularly on the sheets— frequently over
lapping one another, a condition which is hardly ever found in the 
embossed stamps of Portugal. I say “ hardly ever,” because I possess 
a vertical pair of the 25 reis of Dom Luiz of 1862-1864, in which the 
two stamps just touch one another. Further, doubly-printed impressions 
of some of the straight-label stamps of Dorn Luiz and of the Colonial 
issues of 1886 are also known ; but in the last-mentioned cases it is 
generally accepted that they were caused by the passing of the sheet, or 
a portion of it, twice under the die. Possibly this may be the explana
tion of my specimens of the 25 reis of Dorn Luiz of 1862-1864; on 
the other hand, it may be that the controlling plate was temporarily 
removed from the press and the sheets moved by hand, as in the case 
of the embossed stamps of Great Britain.

The controlling apparatus attached to the Lisbon presses were 
originally constructed to produce sheets of twenty-four stamps in six 
horizontal rows of four, und subsequently the apparatus was altered 
so as to produce an additional row of four stamps on each pane. 
Complete panes of the original stamps of certain values of the period 
1853-1866 are still in existence, e.g., the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro, curly 
hair, and the 25 reis of Dorn Luiz of 1862-1864, and these
there are only twenty-four stamps ; but the reprints of 1885-1886 of 
the same stamps, as well as of the other early embossed stamps, are 
always found in sheets of twenty-eight. There is another point in 
relation to the sheets of the early stamps to which I will refer. In 
examining blocks and strips of the stamps of the first two reigns and 
of Dom Luis prior to 1866, one cannot fail to observe differences in the 
alignment and spacing of the stamps : in some cases it will be seen 
that all the stamps of each row are in practically one horizontal level, 
while in others the first and third stamps of the horizontal rows are 
raised about 2mm. above the level of the second and fourth stamps. 
In some of the complete sheets which I have seen, the stamps in the 
several rows were all level, while in other sheets the first and third 
stamps in every row were raised above the second and fourth. These 
peculiarities point to the work of the respective controlling apparatus 
of the several printing presses. I may further mention that when the 
controlling apparatus was altered (in 1866 ?)t so as to allow the printing 
of twenty-eight stamps on the sheets, the alignment and also the 
horizontal spacing of the stamps were varied : it will be found that the 
stamps on the sheets of 1866 and subsequent years are in practically 
horizontal rows and at nearly equal distances from one another. Alore-

over, the plan of the old harrow perforating machines gauging i2^and 13$ respectively. 
Further, I understood that the controlling apparatus was not constructed io  print more 
than 28 stamps on a sheet unless the sheet was removed from its position and shifted by 
hand. I am much obliged to Mr. Marden for kindly calling my attention to this ambiguity.

* V id e "  A History of the Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles," W right & Creeke. 
Philatelic Society (page 57).

t Mr. Marsden informs me that the alteration was probably made in 1865.
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of the straight-label stamps of Dom Luiz. The attendant informed 
us that these blind impressions were made on the occasion of striking 
off some reprints. No such controlling apparatus could have been 
used in printing the Six Pence, Ten Pence, and One Shilling embossed 
stamps of the United Kingdom ;* it is well known that the latter 
stamps are impressed very irregularly on the sheets— frequently over
lapping one another, a condition which is hardly ever found in the 
embossed stamps of Portugal. I say “ hardly ever,” because I possess 
a vertical pair of the 25 reis of Dom Luiz of 1862-1864, in which the 
two stamps just touch one another. Further, doubly-printed impressions 
of some of the straight-label stamps of Dorn Luiz and of the Colonial 
issues of 1886 are also known ; but in the last-mentioned cases it is 
generally accepted that they were caused by the passing of the sheet, or 
a portion of it, twice under the die. Possibly this may be the explana
tion of my specimens of the 25 reis of Dom Luiz of 1862-1864; on 
the other hand, it may be that the controlling plate was temporarily 
removed from the press and the sheets moved by hand, as in the case 
of the embossed stamps of Great Britain.

The controlling apparatus attached to the Lisbon presses were 
originally constructed to produce sheets of twenty-four stamps in six 
horizontal rows of four, and subsequently the apparatus was altered 
so as to produce an additional row of four stamps on each pane. 
Complete panes of the original stamps of certain values of the period 
1853-1866 are still in existence, e.g., the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro, curly 
hair, and the 25 reis of Dorn Luiz of 1862-1864, ancl in all of these 
there are only twenty-four stamps ; but the reprints of 1885-1886 of 
the same stamps, as well as of the other early embossed stamps, are 
always found in sheets of twenty-eight. There is another point in 
relation to the sheets of the early stamps to which I will refer. In 
examining blocks and strips of the stamps of the first two reigns and 
of Dorn Luis prior to 1866, one cannot fail to observe differences in the 
alignment and spacing of the stamps : in some cases it will be seen 
that all the stamps of each row are İn practically one horizontal level, 
while in others the first and third stamps of the horizontal rows are 
raised about 2mm. above the level of the second and fourth stamps. 
In some of the complete sheets which I have seen, the stamps in the 
several rows were all level, while in other sheets the first and third 
stamps in every row were raised above the second and fourth. These 
peculiarities point to the work of the respective controlling apparatus 
of the several printing presses. I may further mention that when the 
controlling apparatus was altered {in 1866 ?)t so as to allow the printing 
of twenty-eight stamps on the sheets, the alignment and also the 
horizontal spacing of the stamps were varied : it will be found that the 
stamps on the sheets of 1866 and subsequent years are in practically 
horizontal rows and at nearly equal distances from one another. More

over, the plan of the old harrow perforating machines gauging i z j  and 13J respectively. 
Fnrther, I understood that the controlling apparatus was not constructed to print more 
than 28 stamps on a sheet unless the sheet was removed from its position and sílifted by 
hand. I am much obliged to Mr. Marden for kindly calling my attention to this ambiguity.

* Vide “  A History of the Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles.”  W right & Creeke, 
Philatelic Society (page 57).

f Mr. Marsden informs me that the alteration was probably made in 1865.
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over, the extreme width measured horizontally across the sheets between 
the external margin of the first and fourth stamps of each row was 
some seven or eight millimetres less in the sheets of 1866 and following 
years than in the sheets of the earlier years. This is apparent on 
comparing the original sheet of any of the early stamps with a sheet 
of the corresponding reprint of 1886.

The first issue to the public took place on the ist July, 1853, 
when stamps of the values of 5 reis and 25 reis were on sale at the 
principal post offices. The 100 reis (49,200 in number) was the 
next to appear, but the 50 reis was not issued until after the 20th July, 
1853. Although the Queen died on the 15th November, 1853, no 
change was made in the postage stamps until early in 1855. It would 
appear from the articles of Mr. Castle and Mr. Marsden that the issue of 
the stamps of Dorn Pedro commenced with the 5 reis in January, 1855, 
but the stamps of Dona Maria remained current until May of that year.

Dr. Anachoreta, in an Appendix to his paper, gives the following 
table of the total numbers of the stamps of Dona Maria put in circu
lation. The dates refer to the deliveries of the stamps to the several 
post offices.

Date. 5 Reis. 25 Reis. 50 Reis. 100 Reis.

1853. June ............................ 128,400 243,600
1 __

.. July ............................ 183,600 394.800 26,400 49,200

.. August ... ... ... — 204,000 150,000 —
,, September ... ... 122,400 459.600 — —

O ctober... ... ... — 540,000 — —

,, Novem ber ... ... 144,000 228,000 — —

,, December ... ... 43.495 3Ц.736 341 125
1854. January ... ... — —

,, February ................ 182,400 309.793 2.657 1.675
,, M a r c h ............................ 1 18,800 48,000 — 20,370
„  April ............................ 165,600 158,400 — —
„  M ay ............................ 212,400 271,200 — —
,, June ............................ _ 438,000 —
,, July ............................ 192,000 210,000 —
,, A u g u s t ............................ 108,000 348,000 - 16,783

September ... ... 192,000 72,000 — —
,, O ctober... ... ... 72,000 ■ ^б.ооо — —
,, November ... ... 277,200 — — —

,, December ................ 109,000 779,400 — —

>855- January........................... 246.000 388,800 — —

,, February ................ 216,000 192,000 — —
M a r c h ............................ 216,000 360,000 — —

,, April ... ... ... 120,000 240,000 — —

,, M ay ... ... ... 168,000 552.000 — 16,636

Total ... ............................ з ,5>7.295 7.325.329 179,398 104,789
Less burnt in December, 1853 1,895 8,136 341 125

Actually issued ............... 3.515.400 7.317. >93 179.057 104,664

Dr. Anachoreta’s paper does not contain full particulars of the 
numbers and dates of the printings. He mentions that the first 
printings began at the end of May, 1853, with the 25 reis, and that 
24,000 of them were sent to the store-room on the ist June, 1853; 
further, that the printing was continued (daily?) till the n th  June,
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when 15,600 of the 5 reis were printed off, and that 48,000 of the 
25 reis were printed on the 6th June, when it was decided that, instead 
of four men, eight men should for the future be employed at the press 
continuously (including Saints’ Days). Dr. Anachoreta further states 
that the 5 reis and the 25 reis were printed on alternate days down to 
the 29th June, when some of the 100 reis were struck off, and as 
already mentioned 49,200 of that value were distributed on the 2nd July. 
We also learn from Dr. Anachoreta that the die of the 50 reis was not 
ready until the 16th July, 1853, and that the printing of this value did 
not commence until the 18th July, and, further, that the lirst distribu
tion of this value consisted of 26,400 stamps.

Dr. Anachoreta does not tell us how many separate printings there 
were of the 50 reis, but he says that none were printed after the 
23rd August, 1853, the date on which the third delivery of paper was 
received. According to Dr. Anachoreta, there were three deliveries of 
paper, which were as follows:—

17th May, 1853 ... ... ... ... 20 reams.
July, „ ....................................... 26 „

23rd Aug., „ .......................................30 „

According to Dr. Anachoreta, each ream of paper would suffice for 
48,960 stamps at ninety-six per sheet, so that the first consignment 
would correspond to 979,200 stamps, and he states that it was originally 
intended to employ fourteen reams for the 25 reis and the remaining 
six reams for the 5 reis. Subsequently it was decided to print off 
290,000 of the 5 reis, 580,000 of the 25 reis, and 19,200 of the official 
stamp of 20 reis, but as the latter was never in fact printed, the appro
priation of the sheets to the several values was evidently altered. Mr. 
Castle thought that the stamps were probably printed in sheets of ninety- 
six, i.c., in four panes of twenty-four ; but from my inspection of one of 
the presses, I think that this was impossible, and that probably the sheets 
were cut up into four equal parts, on each of which twenty-four stamps 
were impressed. Dr. Anachoreta, in referring to the second delivery, 
says, “  I believe that it was of the same quality as that used at the 
commencement of the printing. That paper was thick.” He then goes 
on to sayy “ that which was received on the 23rd August (thirty reams of 
eighty quires of six leaves) was of another quality, finer than the former 
fifty-six* reams. Thus the stamps of 5 reis, 25 reis, and 100 reis were 
issued on two qualities of paper, the first thick and the second fine 
transparent, similar to that employed for the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro with 
smooth hair. The 50 reis exists only on the first paper, not having 
been printed after the receipt of the secondt paper.” I am not sure 
whether Dr. Anachoreta based his opinion as to the nature of the paper 
of the three deliveries on any official documents— it is rather unlikely 
that any official document would describe the nature of the paper 
minutely: he gives a reference (Correspondence reçu, Juillet, N0.9), 
to which I have not had access. It may be that his views as to the 
nature of the papers were founded on an examination of the stamps. 
It will be observed that he only states his belief and does not make a

* ? forty-six.
t B y  this I assume that the finer paper of the third deiivery is intended.
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positive assertion that the second delivery was of the same quality as 
the first. Whatever may be the case, I possess a specimen of the 
50 reis on paper which, in my opinion, is as thin as that of any stamps 
of the reign of Dona Maria which have come under my notice. I have 
shown the specimen to Mr. Castle and he agreed that it was of the 
same description as the thin papers of the other values. Possibly it 
may be only an accidental variety of one of the two first deliveries of 
paper.

There is one point which I think calls for some explanation, at 
least it has puzzled me ; it is this, that while apparently one die of the 
25 reis was able to print no less than 7,325,32g stamps, there were 
certainly two distinct dies used for the production of the 3,517,295 of 
the 5 reis of Dona Maria, and in the case of the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro, 
“ straight hair,” no less than six, and possibly seven, distinct dies were 
used. It is true that we have no figures of the printings of the Dorn 
Pedro 5 reis with the “ straight hair,” but it is stated to have been in 
use for little over fourteen months. At least, May, 1856, is taken by 
Mr. Castle as approximately the date of the first issue of the 5 reis 
with “ curly hair,” and it is improbable that the “ straight hair” type 
was used subsequently. At any rate, the 5 reis “ straight hair,” printed 
from any die, is scarce even in the used condition, and in the unused 
condition specimens printed from any of the dies, except one, are 
extremely rare; yet for the much more common “ curly hair” type 
of the 5 reis, so far we know of only one variety, i.e., apparently only 
one die was used, although, in its numerous shades, it was current 
until September, 1862— a life of over six years. It should be borne in 
mind that there were two, or at most, three presses, so that it cannot 
have been that additional dies of the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro, “ straight 
hair,” were required to keep different presses at work simultaneously. 
Similar remarks apply to the numerous dies of the 25 reis value of 
Dorn Pedro and Dom Luiz. Dr. Anachoreta gives us no information as 
to the re-duplication of the die of the 5 reis of Dona Maria ; in fact, he 
altogether disbelieved in the existence of a second die, and attributed 
the well-known peculiarities of the Reprint of 1864 to certain retouches 
to the original die of that value ; but, as I think will be apparent from 
an inspection of the accompanying illustrations, none of the various 
dies, whether of Dona Maria or of Dom Pedro, can be due merely to 
retouches of the respective original dies, though possibly some of them 
may have been reproductions of the original dies. I imagine that in 
order to make a reproduction of these early dies of Portugal, all that 
was necessary was first to impress the original on softened steel : at 
this stage any of the raised parts of the design which were defective 
would be removed, and then the impression would be hardened and from 
it a new impression would be made on a suitable piece of softened steel. 
This would be similar to the original die, excepting that the surface 
of the steel would be plain and level at the. places where the defective 
raised parts of the first impression had been removed. New lines 
would then be cut at these places so as to imitate or replace the lines on 
the original die, and subsequently the new die would be hardened and 
ready for the printing press. The printing process employed for this series 
of stamps was really an exaggerated surface printing. Intentionally I 
avoid the technical terms cameo and intaglio, as I have no information
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as to whether the working dies were engraved directly or produced by 
pressure from a matrix, though I imagine that the former was the case. 
Naturally, the dies would have to be very hard to stand the great 
pressure required to produce the embossing. What calls for remark İs 
not so much that one die (if there were only one) of the 25 reis of 
Dona Maria should be able to produce 7,325,329 stamps, but that such 
a number of dies should be required for the 5 reis of Dom Pedro, 
“ straight hair,” because I gather that from one die (Xo. 1) no less 
than 6,659,920 of the embossed 6d. of Great Britam were struck ofF 
(“ The Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles,” Wright & Creeke, p. 61). 
It is true that six working dies were made for the iod., although the 
printings of that value were much smaller than in the case of the 6d., 
but they extended over five years, and only four of the dies appear to 
have been used for the adhesive stamps (vide Wright & Creeke,pp.62.63).

Unfortunately no one has published the official correspondence and 
records of the reign of Dorn Pedro, or, for that matter, of Dom Luiz, 
and therefore we can only rely on the evidence of the actual stamps 
and obliterations. It may be that while the dies of the 25 reis of 
Dona Maria and of the 5 reis of Dom Pedro, “ curly hair,”  were made 
of hard steel or properly tempered steel, the other dies were of softer 
metal and consequently wore out more quickly. There certainly are 
specimens of the 5 reis of Dom Pedro, “ straight hair,” which appear 
to have been printed from a much-worn die. Further, it is possible 
that duplicates of the two first mentioned dies were actually made (in 
the manner which I have already suggested) and subsequently used in 
the presses. As the original dies remained in good condition, there would 
be no necessity for retouching the re-duplicated dies (if any), and there
fore it would be very difficult to distinguish stamps printed from the 
original dies from those printed from the duplicates. However, Dr. 
Anachoreta gives no indication of such duplication havang ever been 
effected- Mr. Marsden, in the London Philatelist, Vol. X II.. at p. 13,7, 
after describing the 25 reis of Dom Pedro, “ curly hair,”  with “ coarse 
network,” in blue or rose, which constitutes his issues IV. and V., 
writes as follows:— “ I believe that of the issue under consideration 
and the previous one* only one die was engraved in “cameo/ and 
that, as it met with some damage, every reproduction would show the 
damage, which was remedied by hand. This would explain the new 
variety whenever a new re-duplication was necessary. I do not consider 
this to have been the case with the 5 reis of Dona Maria and the 
5 reis of Dorn Pedro V., with straight hair, the types of which were 
all due to freshly made dies.”

I feel bound to say that I cannot understand how the several dies 
of the 25 reis of Dorn Pedro, “ curly hair” and “ coarse network.”  were 
produced by a mere re-duplication of an original die or matrix. Later 
on, I shall describe these several dies and their respective peculiarities, 
and I may mention that in some cases the letters o f the words 
“ C O R R EIO  ” and “ R EIS ” differ not only in size and shape, but in 
their relative distance from one another; further, the “ coarse network” 
seems to me to be taken in each case from one original pattern, but 
different portions seem to have been cut off that pattern by the frames 
of the several dies. Personally, I am inclined to the view that the

* i.c.. his issues IV . and V.
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engraver had moulds of the frames and medallion and that he trans
ferred tthese to the softened steel from which the new dies were made, 
and then applied the network, either by engine turning or by transfer 
of portion of a pen and ink stock drawing of that network, which he 
srahseqnently erat ont— the numerals and letters being either added by 
punches, or separately engraved. On the other hand, for reasons 
mentioned! below, I am disposed to regard the 5 reis, Die II., of Dona 
Maria as a retouched reproduction of Die I.

Dr. Anacboreia tells us that the gum of the first printings of the 
5 reis, 25 reis, and 100 reis of Dona Maria was weak, and that sub
sequently stronger gum was used. So far as I am aware, the gum 
emnploved during the reign of the Queen was always brown or yellow ; 
but during the reign of Dorn Pedro an almost white gum was usually 
employed.

As regards reprints, we know that the four values of Dona Maria 
were reprinted in 1863 or 1S64 in order to supply certain stamp dealers 
who wished to have unused specimens of the stamps of the Queen. 
Mr. Marsáén says that they were printed and (at face value) sold at the 
Lisbon Mint, to anyone who asked for them, and that the authorities 
did not object to their being used for franking correspondence. These 
first reprints; were produced from the original dies : but for the 5 reis, 
Die II. only was employed. Subject to a question as to certain reprints 
of the 5 rets and 25 reis on stout paper, to which I refer below, all the 
reprints ©ff this first series were printed on thin white paper, and 
the gram was strong and quite white— the paper and gum being, in fact, 
the same as were used for the contemporary stamps of Dom Luiz.

The second set of reprints was made in 18S5 or 18S6, and a third set was 
struck «aff óm 1S90. These two later sets comprised practically the whole 
of the officially recognized stamps of Portugal and the Colonies which 
had then been issued. They were struck on stout, intensely white paper 
which, in the case of the stamps of Dona Maria and Dorn Pedro, easily 
distinguishes them from the originals. Mr. Marsden says that probably 
ионе oř the second or third reprints were gummed by the authorities, 
though specimens are frequent!}' found with gum of private origin. I 
may say that I have seen specimens of which the gum so exactly 
resembled that of the contemporary stamps that I should not be 
surprised if a few sheets were actually gummed in the Mint. The 
perforations of the reprints of the later stamps of Portugal do not 
come within the scope of these notes.

Dr. Anachoreta states in his paper that he had not been able 
to find any official documents relating to the reprints. For some 
of the values of the second and third reprints, entirely new dies 
were employed ; presumbly the originals had been lost or were worn 
out, or seriously damaged by rust. The impressions struck from 
these mew dies are, therefore, not reprints at all, but only official 
imitations. For the reigns of Dona Maria and Dorn Pedro the follow
ing are the new dies:— Dona Maria,5 reis and 25 reis ; Dom Pedro, 5 reis, 
•“ straight hair." There is some doubt whether certain impressions of 
Dona Maria on stoat paper, printed from the original dies, are original 
stamps orare reprints of the 1863-1864 series or of the 1885-1886 series. 
Mr. Marsden now inclines to the view that those of the 5 reis and 25 reis 
belong to the second set, but most writers consider that the new dies w’ere
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used for the reprints of 1885-18S6 lride “  Reprints of Postal Adhesive 
Stamps,” by Mr. E. D. Bacon, and an article, “ Réimpressions des 
timbres du Portugal et de ses <откммез,” published in Le Timbre Poste, 
of November, 1899, Voi. X X X V II., p. 172). I refer more particularly 
to a variet}' of the 100 reis under the heading of that value. Besides the 
above-mentioned reprints. Mr. Marsden makes a ven- strong case for his 
opinion that the 25 reis of Dorn Pedro, “ curly hair” and “ coarse 
network,” printed from Die III., are reprints ; at any rate, I have 
never seen or heard of am obliterated specimen. I gather from Mr. 
Marsden’s article in the twelfth volume of the London Philatelist, 
p. 136, that he thinks they were made in 1S59, as inquiries had been 
made often in Lisbon In that year for stamps of Dona Maria; but I see 
no reason why some of them shoeld not also have been printed in 1863 
or 1864, when the first set off reprints of Dona Maria were made. I 
may say that for some time I have suspected that the 5 reis of 
Dorn Pedro, “ curly hair,”  ira the bistre-brown, which is so com
mon in the mint condition, brat is, I believe, unknown obliterated, 
belonged to the same category. It is well known that M. Moens 
had a large stock of this variety in entire sheets, and the shade 
closely resembles that of the reprints of 1S64 of the 5 reis of 
Dona Maria, and I have recently found that in some of his early 
catalogues, M. Moens lists reprints not only of the stamps of Dona 
Maria, but also of the 5 reis ©f Don Pedro, “ curly hair.” Thus, in his 
price list of February’, t$6j, annexed to Le Timbre Poste of that month 
after the headings “  Effigie à garache de Don Pedro, cheveux lisses ” 
. . . . “ même types, cheveux bouclés” occurs item “ 1212. Ré
impression, 5 reis brura noir.”  No> date is given for the issue of this 
reprint, but of necessity it was prior to February, 1S67. Again, in 
M. Moens’ catalogue of 1872-1873 (4th edition), I find at the end of 
the list of Portuguese stamps, rander the heading“ Timbres réimprimes,” 
“ 1869. Type 1836. C  sur Bri 304; 5 reis, brun jaune.”

The date, 1869, is somewhat remarkable ; it will be observed that the 
shade mentioned in the latter edition is brun jaune (yellow-brown), 
while in the earlier price list it is brun noir (black-brown). It is quite 
possible that M. Moens obtained two sets of the reprints of the 5 reis, 
curly hair, but I must point ©rat that all the blocks and sheets of the 
bistre-brown which have cotroe under my notice, were printed with the 
stamps widely spaced, Lr.. before the controlling apparatus was altered 
as I have above described, so that they were presumably printed before 
1866. So far as mv experience goes, the same remark applies to the 
sheets and blocks of the 23 reis blue of Dom Pedro, “  curly hair,” Die 
III. There is, of course, the possibility that the date 1869 given in the 
4th edition of M. Moens’ catalogue was a clerical error. I shall return 
to the subject of the shades of the 5 reis curly hair under that heading 
infra.

Further, it would not surprise me if some of the sheets of 
the 25 reis rose of Dom Pedro stocked by M. Moens, were realiy 
reprints of 1864, At any rate, we know that the 5 reis and 25 reis 
of Dom Luiz appeared Ira 1862, and it is likely enough that M. Moens 
in subsequent years required unused stamps of those values of •

• i.£.r coclear sur blanc
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Dorn Pedro. It is possible, too, that some of M. Moens’ sheets of 
the 50 reis and 100 reis of Dorn Pedro were likewise reprints ; but 1 
will point out that those two values remained current until the 
15th April, 1864, when the same values of Dom Luiz were first issued. 
This fact seems to have been overlooked by Mr. Castle and Mr. Marsden, 
as they both list all the values of the first series of Dorn Luiz under 
the year 1S62 ; but in proof of my assertion, I need only refer to the 
contemporary records in the Stamp Collector's Magazine and Le Timbre 
Poste of the years 1863 and 1864— as to the former, see Vol. I., p. 107, 
and Vol. II., p. 88 ; as to the latter, Vol. II., pp. 36 and go— see 
also the Catalogues of Bellars & Davie, Berger Levrault (1864), 
Moens (1864). So that in the case of the two higher values of 
Dorn Pedro, M. Moens could have obtained supplies of the original 
stamps before they became obsolete. Unfortunately, as Dr. Anachoreta 
pointed out, the official records contain no reference to any of the early 
reprints.

In examining minor details of embossed stamps, such as the early 
issues of Portuguese, for indications of distinct dies, considerable 
allowance must be made for the extraordinary pressure applied to the 
paper and the great tension to which the embossed portions are 
subjected in the press ; therefore slight variations in the thickness or 
length of any particular portions of the design are not alone sufficient 
evidence of the existence of different dies because they may be due to 
the stretching of the paper, defective printing, an overcharge of ink 
encroaching on the embossed part of the design, and in some cases 
filling up the hollowed-out portions of the die, which unless the die 
were carefully cleaned, would tend to harden and cake. On the other 
hand, differences in the number of the pearls or in the distances 
between or the alignment of corresponding letters or other parts of the 
design, and variations in the angles at which corresponding portions 
cross one another, are of a different class and should be regarded as 
crucial tests of the existence of different dies. Allowance also has to 
be made for the nature of the papers employed. I shall not refer 
particularly to the dies of the 50 reis and 100 reis of either reign. In 
the first place, I believe that all the authorities are agreed that only one 
die of each of those values was used for each sovereign, and that the 
same dies were used for the reprints. Having regard to the compara
tively small printings of those values of Dona Maria, it is very unlikely 
that more than one die would be required, unless indeed an accident 
happened to one of them. At the same time, I guard myself from 
expressing any opinion on that question, as I have not yet examined 
the specimens of these values at all closely. There is one point which 
possildy may be of some use in our enquiries as to the mode of 
preparation of the several dies, namely, that on certain stamps the 
initials “ F. B. F.” of the engraver, Senhor Francisco Borja Freire 
on the base of the bust are raised, while in others they are sunk. The 
raised initials occur on all the stamps of Dona Maria, and also on the 
“ straight hair” stamps of Dorn Pedro and the 10 reis orange and 50 reis 
green first types of Dom Luiz, while the sunk initials are found on all the 
“ curly hair” stamps of Dorn Pedro and also on the dies of Dorn Luiz, 
prior to 1866, other than that of the 10 reis and 50 reis. As regaids the 
new dies speciali}' created for the reprints of 1885, 1886, I have some
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observations to make when I describe them in detail. It is obvious that 
the raised initials of the stamps of Dona Maria and of the “ straight 
hair ” of Dorn Pedro can easily be accounted for by the engravers having 
punched the initials into the several working dies, but the explanation 
of the sunken initials on the “ curly hair” stamps of Dorn Pedro, etc., 
is not so obvious. Necessarily the initials must have been raised on 
the surface of the corresponding working dies, and there is nothing 
(on the stamps) to suggest that they were so raised on the dies by 
pressure of a punch in which the letters were excised. I have no 
technical knowledge of the processes of die-sinking, but the explanation 
which occurs to me of these sunken letters is that a matrix of the bust 
was first engraved (possibly from one of the dies used at the Mint for 
striking the coins in which the initials were sunk) and from this 
common matrix the several dies were prepared by adding the frames, 
arabesque or network ornamentation, and the inscriptions. It is an 
interesting fact that the busts on some of the coins of Dom Pedro 
bear a striking resemblance to those of the stamps, and in fact the 
bust on the early silver coin of too reis of the King is identical in size 
as well as design, with that of the postage stamps. Further, Senhor 
Freire’s coins of Dorn Pedro, “ straight hair,” and of Dona Maria have 
his initials raised on the bust, while those of Dorn Pedro with “ curly 
hair” have the initials sunk.

For convenience, I will shortly state the facts relating to the official 
reprints and imitations of the stamps of Portugal so far as they are 
material to the issues of the first two reigns. They may be divided 
into two classes : (1) Those made by the Postal Authorities to meet 
the requirements of stamp dealers; the well-known reprints of Dona 
Maria on thin paper are examples. These are popularly ascribed to 
the years 1863 or 1864, and Mr. B. T. K. Smith, in a letter to the 
Philatelic Record (Voi. X X V III., page 162), tells us that they were 
advertised for sale by English dealers as early as January ist, 1864; 
at any rate, the greater number of these creations were made before 
the alteration tothecontrollingapparatus connected to the presses, and in 
these notes I refer to them as the reprints of 1864. To the same class 
would belong the blue 25 reis of Dorn Pedro, “ curly hair,” Die III., and 
those shades of the 5 reis of the same sovereign, “ curl}' hair,” if as I have 
already suggested they are reprints. (2) The two sets of reprints and 
imitations of the stamps of Portugal and the Colonies printed on stout 
hard intensely white paper in the years 1885-1886 and i8go respectively. 
Mr. Marsden says that the first set was made to commemorate the 
meeting of the Postal Congressin Lisbon (London Philatelist, Vol. XII., 
p. 103). He further refers to the common impression that these 
two sets of reprints were made upon “ chalky paper,” which is not 
correct ; the paper used for all the values of each set, with the possible 
exception of certain stamps which were then actually current, was a 
stout hard intensely white paper, but it had not the mineral coating on 
one side characteristic of the true chalky paper which shows a dark 
mark if it be rubbed with a silver coin. These reprints in their 
primitive condition are distinguished by the intense whiteness as 
well as the thickness of the paper, and in many cases by their shades; 
but specimens which have been stained and otherwise tampered with 
are common, and are not so easily recognizable. However, they 
generally betray themselves by the presence of bogus gum.
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With these prefatory remarks, I proceed to describe the several 
dies of the values of 5 reis and 25 reis of Dona Maria.

Dona Maria.
T he 5 R e i s .

To Mr. Castle is due the credit of having first established beyond all 
doubt the existence of two distinct dies of this value, or at least, two 
distinct states of the die. Although the existence of two dies had been 
mooted for several years, many authorities, including, as we have seen, 
Dr. Anachoreta, firmly refused to admit the existence of a second die, 
their contention being that the alleged specimens of Die II. were due 
to the worn state of Die I., or defective printing. I imagine that 
considerable difficulty in dealing with this question arose through 
confusing defective impressions of Die I. with the impressions of 
Die II.

Mr. Castle, in his papers in the London Philatelist of igoi (Vol. X., 
pp. 178-180) states that he himself had long had doubts as to the real 
existence of two dies, and had had some difficulty in ascertaining the 
differences between the two varieties. Formerly this dispute ranged 
round the following points, tabulated in Mr. Castle’s paper:— (a) the 
points or dots of colour in the ear (referred to by Dr. Anachoreta as 
above quoted), and the coil of hair at the back of the head ; (b) the 
apparent formation of an “ Adam’s apple” in the throat, especially 
noticeable in the reprints of 1864 ; (c) the apparent difference in the 
shape of the back of the neck, especially between the pendent curl and 
the nape ; (if) the distance between the outer circle of pearls and the 
top of the head ; (e) the generally blurred woolly or indistinct appear
ance of the impression. What brought the controversy to a close was 
the discovery in Lisbon of a number of old documents to which stamps 
of this reign (including a considerable number of the 5 reis) had been 
affixed, and escaped obliteration. These found their way to Messrs. 
Stanley Gibbons, and were by them placed at Mr. Castle’s disposal. 
Among these stamps were a number of specimens of both dies on thin 
paper. Mr. Castle at once saw the importance of being able to com
pare the impressions on similar paper, thus disposing of the objection 
that the two different varieties were due to the difference of the paper. 
I have several specimens of both varieties, which doubtless came from 
the same source, and though there are some specimens of Die I. on 
thin paper, whicli are quite as clearly printed as the best impressions 
of that die on the commoner thick paper, a considerable number of the 
impressions of that die on the thin paper are blurred, and at first sight 
appear to be indistinguishable from the impressions of Die II.

With the aid of enlarged photographs of some of the specimens to 
which I have just alluded, and of the reprints of 1864, it is now easy to 
detect and describe the essential differences of the two dies. These 
photographs are respectively reproduced in Illustrations I. (early im
pression of Die I.), I A. (late defective impression of Die I.), II. (normal 
impression of Die II.), and III. (the reprint of 1864), which accompany 
these notes. The differences as they appear to me are as follows :—
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D ie I.
(Illustrations I, and la.)

1. The four short isolated lines 
of the arabesque, on the left and 
right of the medallion and respec
tively pointing towards the “ C ” 
and final “  О ” of “ C O R R E IO ,” 
and to the numeral “ 5 ” and the 
“ S ” of “ R E IS  ” are broken and 
bent in the middle, the arms being 
inclined to one another at angles 
of about 135 degrees.

Vide the little directing arrows 
of the illustrations.

2. The pendent curl closely fol
lows the line of the head, then 
curves downward, then horizon
tally outwards towards the right, 
and finally bends downwards. In 
late impressions, only the upper 
part of this curl shows distinctly, 
but even in the most defective 
specimens, traces of the lower por
tions can be detected under the 
printing ink.

3. In most specimens, ten pearls 
of the diadem show below the top 
of the head.

4. In the small chaplet of pearls 
to the left of the plaited coils of 
hair at the back of the head, six 
pearls are distinctly visible.

5. The outer line of the frame 
on the right is of normal thickness.

D ie II.
(Original, Illustration II.)

Reprint of 1864, Illustration III.
i. These corresponding lines are 

much longer than in Die I., and 
appear as curved unbroken lines.

2. The curl, although commenc
ing in the same direction as Die 
I., stands out from the back of 
the head and ends abruptly with
out altering its course.

3. There are only nine pearls 
below the top of the head.

4. In the corresponding chaplet 
only five pearls are visible.

5. The outer line of the frame 
on the right heavy and thicker 
than in Die I.

Generally, but this depends to some extent on the printing and 
the nature of the ink, it may be said that in Die II. the bust is 
smaller, the neck somewhat narrower, and the profile less rounded 
than İ11 early impressions of Die I. The “ Adam’s apple” is very pro
nounced in the reprints of 1864, and less so, or scarcely perceptible, in 
the original stamps of Die II. The speck of colour İn the ear is by no 
means constant and may be found in late specimens of Die I. On the 
whole, the state of Die II. was apparently always defective, the com
plexion of the Queen appearing very rough, and the coiled plaits of hair 
being defective. I certainly agree with Mr. Marsden that for practical 
purposes, No. i is the most reliable of all the above tests ; İn badly 
printed or heavily post-marked specimens, No. 3 may be found service
able, but İt requires the use of a good magnifying glass.
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So far, I have dealt only with the differences in the two varieties, 
but one cannot help being struck with the many points which they 
have in common, e.g., the number of the pearls round the medallion, 
the dimensions, spacing, alignments and general shape of the letters 
and numeral, and (with the exception of the four small lines mentioned 
in test No. i) the general form of the arabesque ornaments and their 
relation to the letters and numeral of the inscription. These points of 
resemblance seem to me very striking. I am aware that Mr. Marsden 
thinks that the two dies were “ freshly made” (London Philatelist, 
Vol. XII., page 137), and I feel some diffidence in expressing a different 
opinion ; however, I will state, for what they are worth, the reasons 
why I am disposed to regard Die II. as a retouched reproduction or 
duplication of Die I. First, the general resemblance of the two types 
in all but one or two details, points to some common origin, or at least 
an indirect connection. Secondly, if Die II. had been “ freshly 
engraved” by hand, that is without making use of Die I., it is reason
able to suppose that its earliest state would have been fine, and that 
impressions from it in that state would be known as clear as the best 
impressions of Die I. But I have never seen, or even heard of, an)' 
such impressions of Die II., and evidently Mr. Castle’s experience was 
the same [London Philatelist, Vol. X., page 178) ; further, a comparison 
of Illustration Ia., which reproduces an enlargement of a late impres
sion of Die I., with Illustrations II. and III., reveals a remarkable fact, 
viz., that the defects of the inferior late impressions of Die I. are 
mostly reproduced in the stamps of Die II., notably in the plaited coils 
of the hair at the back of the head, and the breaks in the profile and 
the sharper curves and angles of the nose, the tendency to the formation 
of an “ Adam’s apple,” and the flattening of the top of the head and 
the generally smaller size of the bust, all of which, so far as Die I. is 
concerned, can be explained by the wearing away of the level printing 
surface of the die, thus causing the colour to encroach on the head. If 
my surmise that Die II. was really a reproduction of Die I., manu
factured some time after that die had been in use in the mode 
which I have suggested in my preliminary notes, is correct, it is 
obvious that all the defects of the late state of Die I. would re
appear in the intermediate impression on soft steel as in the actual 
stamps. For the rest, the explanation requires only the following 
operations:— That the four small angular lines of Difference No. 1, 
and the lower portions of the pendent curl, should be removed from the 
intermediate die, and that from the latter, after it had been hardened, 
the new working die (Die II.) should be struck. On this theory, the 
Differences Nos. 2, 3, and 4, would appear ; the two latter, probably, 
in an exaggerated form, owing to the double transfer, and the new 
curved lines of Difference No. 1 would then be sunk.

There is, of course, a third possible explanation, viz., that Die II. 
was really the original Die I. retouched; but, if that be the case, one 
has to account for the complete substitution of the long thin curved 
lines for the small bent lines of Die I., without leaving the least trace 
of the latter. The latter were, of course, sunk in Die I., and we 
know that in the most defective impressions of that die they remain 
perfectly distinct [vide Illustration I a .) ; therefore, we infer that the 
incisions remained to the last and that if Die II. was only a retouch
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of Die I., these incisions could have been got rid of only by cutting 
out the defective portions and replacing them by plugs on which the 
four new curved lines would have been sunk.

Again, if Die II. were merely a retouch of Die L, we should have 
to explain the complete disappearance of the lower turns of the* 
pendent curl. It seems to me highly improbable that the Postal 
Authorities would take the trouble to fit in plugs for the purpose of 
removing the lower parts of the curl, and substitute the curved, 
comparatively unimportant, lines of Difference No. 1, supra, for the 
corresponding original angular lines of the die, while they left 
untouched the more prominent defects of the profile, coil of plaited 
hair, etc. But even if this were the case, the die in its retouched 
condition would have received so much treatment as to justify our 
regarding it as practically a new die.

Of the issued stamps, those printed from Die I. occur on the thick 
paperandalso onthethinner paper, always ina rich orange-brown colour ; 
while the only specimens of Die II. which I possess or have seen are 
on the thinner paper, and in shades which vary from a rich orange
brown to deep yellowish-brown.

Tim  R e p r i n t s  o f  t h e  5 R e i s .

T h e  reprints of 1864* are well known ; they were printed from 
Die II. in a deep bistre-brown on thin white paper, and have white 
shiny gum {vide Illustration III., and compare this with Illustration II.). 
The scarce impressions of Die II. in a somewhat similar shade, 
but on stout white paper, to which I have already referred, present 
some difficulty. I know of one specimen which has a thick yellowish 
gum, apparently applied to the paper before it was severed from the 
sheet. As I have already said, Mr. Marsden inclines to the view that 
these varieties belong to the set of reprints of 1885-1886 (vide London 
Philatelist, Vol. XII., pages 102 and 103). An unsevered horizontal pair 
of these stamps would conclusively show whether they were produced 
before or after 1866, when the controlling apparatus attached to the 
printing presses were altered. The variet}* of the 100 reis on stout 
white paper referred to under the heading of that value may have some 
bearing on this question.

For the reprints of 1890, and possibly for those of 1885, an entirely 
new die was used, an enlarged reproduction of which is shown in 
Illustration IV. Comparing this with Illustrations I., Ia., II., and 
ПТ, it will be seen that the most striking characteristics of the new 
die are as follows: (1) Although the die is in perfect condition, it does 
not possess the sharpness or clearness of Die I., the contours of the 
bust are more rounded, the neck is thicker, and the features less 
defined. (2) The pendent curl has almost completel}' disappeared. 
In other respects the design is identical with Die II.— in particular 
as regards the small curved lines of Difference No. t. As in Dies I.

* It should be remembered that my reference to these early reprints as “  the reprints 
of 1864 ”  is, as stated above (page 13), purely conventional and for sake of brevity. They 
•are sometimes described as of 1863 and sometimes of 18Гц, and it is unite possible that there 
ivere more printings than one, some earlier than 1863.

c
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and II. there are 88 pearls, and although in most specimens the 
engraver’s initials are missing from the bust, I possess a specimen in 
which traces of raised initials are distinctly visible, in the same position 
as the letters F. B. F . on stamps of Die I. and Die II.; and therefore 
I believe that this new die was a retouched reproduction of one of the 
earlier dies— presumably Die II., which, likely enough, the Postal 
Authorities considered too defective for the purpose of making reprints : 
in fact, I gather that Mr. Castle even thought that these reprints were 
clear impressions of Die II. (vide Loudon Philatelist, Vol. X., page 179), 
but the differences in the busts of the normal stamps of that die and 
of the reprints— as the}' appear in the enlarged Illustrations IL, III., 
and IV.— are so conspicuous that I feel no doubt they are the work 
of distinct dies.

These reprints occur in two distinct shades, viz., a deep bistre- 
brown, distinctly deeper than the shade of the reprint of 1864, and a 
chocolate-brown. I have found no evidence as to whether both of 
these shades belong to tho set of reprints of 1890, or whether one 
belonged to the reprint of 1885. The)7 exist only on the intensely 
white stout paper.

T he  25 R e is .

I h a v e  examined numerous specimens of the stamps of this value, in 
all shades, and on thick as well as on thin paper, and so far, with the 
slight exception to which I afterwards refer, I have found no trace of 
the existence of more than one type. It may be that only one die was 
employed for this value ; on the other hand it is possible that secondary 
dies were reproduced, with great care and accuracy, from the original 
first die while it was in good condition, so that they were exact replicas 
of the first. The exception to which I refer is this, that while many of 
the stamps, and also the reprints of 1864, show the initials of the 
engraver quite distinctly on the bust, on the other hand some stamps, 
irrespective of shade or paper, show scarcely any or no trace of the initials, 
and I may say that the specimens which have the initials very clear show 
a tendency towards becoming defective in the coils of hair, the colour 
slightly encroaching on the embossing at the back of the head. It may be 
said that this points rather to the original creation of more than one work
ing die, each from a mother die, the initials being subsequently added to 
the working dies by punches, but there is nothing in Dr. Anachoreta's 
paper to support this suggestion. On either hypothesis, it would be 
very difficult to prove satisfactorily the existence of distinct dies 
merely from a study of the actual stamps. Some specimens, and 
particularly the reprints of 1864, show signs of a thickening in 
the external lines of tVie frame, especially on the right ; but this, 
1 think, may be due to a slight tilting of the tray in which the paper 
was placed for printing, as in the case of the reprint of the 100 reis of 
1864. But if the issued stamps lack variety of type and design, they 
afford a fine range of shades, extending from a milky-blue to a deep 
indigo. They are found on the thick as well as on the thinner paper—  
the pale shades apparently occur only on the thick paper, while the 
darker shades are found on both varieties of paper. An enlargement 
of n specimen of these stamps is shown in Illustration V. A brown
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«um appears to have been always used for these stamps, but Dr. 
Anachoreta says that the gum first employed was so thin as to lie 
useless.

T he R eprints  of the  25 R eis .

T he. reprints of 1864*' are well known. They were printed from the 
original die, or one of the original dies, if there were more than one, in a 
deep dull blue on thin to medium paper, similar to that of the contem
poraneous reprints of the 5 reis, 50 reis, and 100 reis, on all of which 
the gum is always white and shiny. They generally have heavy lines of 
the frame on the right-hand side (vide Illustration VI.)

Mr. Marsden refers to a reprint of the original die on thick paper. 
I gather that he considers it analogous to the reprint of the 5 reis of 
Die II. above mentioned. I cannot be sure that I recognize the 
variety to which he refers, and will only say that I have seen a 
specimen printed from the original die, on stout paper, in a brighter 
blue than the ordinary reprint of 1864 : this specimen, as it appeared to 
me, might well be an original, or it might equally be of a nature similar 
to that of the 5 reis on stout paper described on page 17 supra.

For the reprints of 1885 and 1890, or at any rate of 1S90, an entirely 
new die was employed (vide Illustration VIL), in which the bust closely 
resembles that of the new die used for the reprints of the 5 reis, but the 
most marked difference in this and the original type lies in the reticulation 
between the oval medallion and the outer frame. In the original (Illus
tration Y.) the oval almost touches the outer .frame, leaving scarcely any 
space for the reticulation, while in the new die the distance is consider
able, and much more of the reticulation appears. Further, the shapes of 
the “ S ” o f“ REIS ” differ in the two dies. So far I have not discovered 
any trace of the engraver’s initials on the bust of the new die. The 
colour of the reprints of 1890 (and ? 1885) is a light blue, and the paper 
is of the well-known intensely white stout description.

T he 50 R f-is.

In these notes I do not propose to deal in detail with the values of 50 
reis and 100 reis, and I have nothing to add as to the 50 reis beyond 
recording the specimen, to which I have already referred, on thin 
paper. It is in the dark green shade and obliterated.

T he 100 R e is .

I have to mention a specimen of this value now in my possession 
which shows the thickening of the frame on the left-hand side, 
characteristic of the reprints of 1864, but is printed on stout white 
paper somewhat similar to that of the reprints of 1885 and 1890, per
haps, not so intensely white. It is well known that the latter were 
printed from the original die, and do not present the thickening of the 
frame on the left, thus proving that the latter feature of the reprints of

* See footnote on page 17 supra.
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1864 was due, not to any defect in the die, but to some accidental 
cause in the printing, such as the tilting of the tray of the press. The 
specimen in question may therefore have been produced along with the 
reprints of 1864, or it may be that its history is analogous to the 
varieties on thick paper of Die II. of the 5 reis, and of the original 
type of the 25 reis of the Queen described by Mr. Marsden, and 
referred to above, supra pages 17 and 19. It must not be overlooked 
that Dr. Anachoreta states that some of the issued 100 reis stamps of 
Dona Maria show the thickening of the frame on the left side, as in the 
reprints of 1864. I have not yet seen any such specimens.

Dorn Pedro V.
A. H к ad with  Straig h t  H air .

T he 5 R eis .

In the preliminary notes, I have referred to many early notices and 
articles relating to the different dies of this value, and the erroneous 
view that five dies side by side are repeated to make the sheet, and 
I will here only repeat that each sheet of this 5 reis (as of every other 
value of this reign and that of Dona Maria) consisted of 24 impressions, 
printed one at a time from one die, and arranged in six horizontal rows 
of four.

The most important question with regard to this value is how 
many different dies were employed ; and I may say that one of the 
principal objects of these notes is to describe and illustrate the different 
dies. Strictly, I ought to say how many different types of die were 
employed, because, as in the case of the 25 reis of Dona Maria, it is 
possible that there were exact replicas of some of the dies. Five dis
tinct types have long been recognised, viz.: one with 75 pearls (see 
Illustration VIII.) ; two with 76 pearls, one having the numeral “ 5 " 
and the “  RR ” of “ C O R R E IO ” larger than the other {vide Illustra
tions IX. and X.) ; one with 81 pearls (Illustration XI. or XII.) : and 
one with 89 pearls (Illustration X III. or XIV.) (See Dr. Legrand’s 
article in Le Timbre Posic of March. 1870). It is obvious that these 
correspond to five independent dies, i.e., freshly engraved, though 
probabK' the bust in each case was a reproduction founded on one or 
more of the dies of the silver coins of 100 reis. Besides these five dies, 
some specialists have contended that there were two different dies, 
each having 89 pearls. M. Moens mentions five types in his catalogue 
of 1872-73 (4th edition), but in the last edition of his last catalogue 
(1892) he mentions six types. Mr. Castle says in his paper that after 
discussion with other collectors, he arrived at the conclusion that the 
alleged two varieties with 89 pearls were simply due to “ variations in 
the amount of ink used, or the pressure applied in the printing” {vide 
the London Philatelist, Vol. X., pages 180-181). On the other hand, 
Mr. Marsden, in his paper in the twelfth volume of the London 
Philatelist, at page 133, states his positive belief that there was a sixth 
die, and he points out one difference between the two varieties with 89
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pearls, viz. : that in one variety the axis of the small loop to the right* 
of the second “ O ” of “ C O R R E IO ” is vertical; in the other, the 
axis of the corresponding small loop slants outwards and downwards 
at an angle of 45 degrees. Mr. Marsden kindly lent me post-marked 
specimens of both the alleged varieties, and though I could easily 
distinguish the difference above mentioned, yet to the naked eye the 
general similarity of the two types was to me so striking that I was not 
altogether satisfied that the points of difference might not be due to 
the pressure in the printing, or other accidental cause ; but having 
recently had the good fortune to secure unobliterated specimens of both 
the alleged varieties, my doubts as to their being produced from 
different dies vanished completely, as soon as I was able to compare 
the enlarged photographs of them, which revealed other points of 
difference. These photographs are reproduced in Illustrations X III. 
and XIV. Following Mr. Marsden’s notation, I call them respectively 
Die V. and Die VI. Unfortunately, these photographs were taken at 
different times, with the result that the enlargements are not to the 
same scale, but the points of difference are quite clear. The respective 
inclinations of the axis of the small loop to the right of the second “ O ” 
of “ C O R R EIO  ” are obvious ; the other points are as follows

(a) The distances between the thin white vertical line of the frame 
and the curve of the arabesque in the lower portion of the 
stamp on the left (vide the little horizontal directing arrows of 
the Illustration). In Die V. this distance is much less than 
in Die VI.

(ii) There is a vertical white flaw to the left of the “ R ” o£ “  R E IS ’ ’ 
in Die V. which does not occur in Die VI.

(c) The terminals of the small loops to the left of the “ C ’’ of 
“  C O R R E IO  ” are differently curved in the two dies.

I have examined several other specimens having 89 pearls, and so 
far as the obliterations would admit, I found that they had either all 
the characteristics of Illustration XIII.. or all those of Illustration 
XIV., so that one may say that these points are always associated 
together in the same combination, and therefore without doubt 
belong to two distinct dies, or at any rate, to two distinct states of 
one die— but, as in the case of the two dies of the Dona Maria, it seems 
io nie impossible that one could have been produced from the other by 
simple rc-touching. On the other hand, I should not be surprised if one of 
tliese dies were not in fact reproduced from a late state of the other, in 
the same manner as I have suggested that Die II. of the 5 reis of Dona 
Maria may be a reproduction of Die I., and in support of this I may 
say that many of the stamps of Die V. and Die VI. have a small 
hollow or flaw in the extreme coloured line of the frame on the 
l ight, on a level with the nose of the Sovereign.

I will now mention certain peculiarities which I think point to the 
existence of two varieties with 81 pearls, and I will refer to the Illustra
tions XI. and X II. The former reproduces one of the thirty or forty

* M r. Marsden says “  to the leit of lbe second ' О ’ of 1 C O R R E IO  ’ ”  ; this must be 
a clerical error.
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unused mint specimens which were found some live or six years ago. 
Comparing this with Illustration XI I., one notices differences of a nature 
somewhat similar to those of Die V. and Die VI., of which the most 
striking is that the loop to the right of the second “ O ” of “ C O R R E IO  ” 
is much larger and rounder in Illustration X II. than in Illustration XI. 
This is apparent in the stamps viewed by the naked eye. Other points 
are as follows :—

(a) In Illustration XI., the terminal of the loop over the “ 5 ” is at
some distance from the circle which encloses the pearls, while 
in Illustration X II. it almost touches the circle.

(b) In Illustration XL, the small loop over the “  S ” of ťí R E IS ” is
at some distance from the circle, but in Illustration X II. it 
touches the circle. Compare also the small loops under the 
second “ О ” of “ C O R R E IO .”

(c) The terminal of the small loop under “  CO ” of í; C O R R E IO  ”
in Illustration XI. is straight, and points to first “ R ” of 
“ C O R R E IO ,”  but in Illustration X II. it curves upwards, 
and at its extremity points to the first “ O ” of “ C O R R E IO .”

(d) The small isolated line to the right of the “ S ” of “  R E IS ” is
more curved in Illustration XI. than İn Illustration XII.

(ć) In Illustration XII., the first “ R ” of “ C O R R E IO  ” touches the 
circle, but in Illustration X I. they do not.

(ƒ) The shapes of the “ S ” of “ R E I S ” differ in the two Illustra
tions.

As far as I have been able to judge from a few other speci
mens, these variations seem to be associated together in the same 
combinations, but it is not easy to obtain used copies which have 
escaped obliteration in the test positions, and therefore I somewhat 
hesitate to assert positively that the variations establish the existence 
of two distinct dies with 81 pearls; but if it should eventually be 
proved to be the case, I should expect one ut such dies to be a 
secondary reproduction of the other. Provisionally, I refer to them as 
Die IV. and Die IV a., respectively.

In the preliminary notes, 1 referred to an article by the Rev. R. B. 
Earée on the Stamps of Portugal, published in the eleventh volume of 
the Stamp Collectors' Magazine at page 123, in which Mr. Earée 
mentions five types of the 5 reis of Dom Pedro, viz. : one with 
89 pearls, one with 75 pearls, and three with 76 pearls— but he omits 
all mention of a type with 81 pearls. He acknowledges that his list 
does not coincide with Dr. Legrand s list, given in the Stamp Collector's 
Magazine of April, 1870* ; but Mr. Earée says .that he had counted the 
pearls on each of the stamps carefully several times, although he admits 
that he may have made a mistake.

Of the five types, as described by Mr. Earée, Iris “ Type I.” 
(89 pearls) can easily be identified with Mr. Marsden’s Die V. or

* T his was contained in a short notice of Dr. Legrand's original paper in Le Timbre 
Paste, of Marcii, 1S70.
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Die V I .; and his “ Type IV.” is obviously Mr. Marsden's Die I. 
Mr. Earée’s Types II., III., and V., each with 76 pearls, are described 
as follows :—

“ Type II.— Lettering large, but not coarse; foot of second К 
“ in C O R R E IO  almost touches circle; I lower than the 
“ other letters; S of R E IS almost touches spandrel; 
“  loops of spandrels very small ; 76 pearls.”

“ Type III. —  Lettering large, but very thin; all letters of 
“ C O R R E IO  at some distance from circle; E higher 
“ than the other letters; S of R EIS not near spandrels; 
“  loops of spandrel moderatei}' large ; 76 pearls.”

* * * * *

“ Type V.— Medium sized lettering, not touching circle ; I 
“ higher than the other letters, and rather crooked ; loops of 
“ spandrel very large ; 76 pearls.”

One can easily recognize Mr. Marsden's Die III. in Mr. Earée’s 
“ Type II.,” and probably his Die II. in Mr. Earée’s “ Type III.,” the 
“ E ” of “  C O R R E IO  ” having short arms, and projecting above the 
level of the other letters ; but the difficulty is to identify his “ Type V.,” 
the medium sized letters not touching the circle, and large loops of 
spandrel-occur in Die I., Die IL, and Die IV. (including Die IV a.), 
all of which, except Die IL, have a different number of pearls. On the 
whole, I am inclined to regard it as an early impression of Die IL, Mr. 
Earée’s “ Type III.” being a later impression from the worn die— the 
state of the die in Illustration IX. I may say that I possess a post
marked specimen which has the “ I ” of “  C O R R E IO  ” apparently 
higher than the other letters, but in other respects is identical with 
Die II. On the other hand, the description of the loops as “ very 
large” points rather to Die IV., or Die IV a . (81 pearls), in which alone 
the loops of the spandrel are strikingly large.

The characteristics of the seven dies illustrated in these notes may 
be summarised as follows :—

Die I.— 75 pearls. The lettering of “ CO R R EIO  ” is small, and 
the “ R E ” do not touch the circle. The numeral is small and its 
Hag curved. Illustration VIII.

Die II.— 76 pearls. The lettering of “ CO R R EIO  ” is small, the 
“ RR ” do not touch the circle. The numeral is small and its flag 
straight. The terminal of the small loop immediately over the numeral 
extends well to the right of the numeral. The loops to the left of the 
“ C ” and to the right ot the second “  О ” of “ C O R R E IO ” are 
medium. Illustration IX.

Die I I I .— 76 pearls. The lettering of “ C O R R E IO ” is large, and the 
second “ R ” almost touches the circle. The numeral is very large and 
more nearly upright than in any of the other dies ; its flag is straight, 
and of nearly the same length as the terminal of the small loop imme
diately above it, which does not extend to the right of the flag. The 
loops to the left of the “ C,” and to the right of the final “ О ” of 
“ CO R R EIO  ” are very small. The “  S ” of “ R E IS ” touches the 
arabesque. Illustration X.
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Die IV .— 81 pearls. The lettering of “ C O R R E IO ” is medium, 
and the “  RR ” do not touch the circle. The numeral is small and the 
flag slightly curved or rather bent, and the terminal of the small loop 
above it is longer than the flag and extends slightly to the right of it. 
The loops to the left of the “ C,” and the right of the second “ О ” of 
“ C O R R E IO ,” are large and oval. The “ S ” of “  R E IS ” is distant 
from the arabesque. Illustration XI.

Die IVa .— 81 pearls. The lettering of " C O R R E IO  ” is medium, 
and the “ R ” touches the circle. The numeral is small and the flag 
straight. The loops to the left of the “  C ,” and to the right of the 
second “ O ” of “ C O R R E IO ,” are very large and rounder than in 
Die IV. For other differences between Die IV. and this die and my 
reservation, see supra page 22. Illustration X II.

Die V .— 89 pearls. The lettering of “ C O R R E IO ” is large and 
coarse, and the second “ R ” touches the circle. The numeral is of 
medium size, the flag is curved, and the upright staff slopes at an angle 
of 60 degrees to the horizontal. The longer axis of the small loop to 
the right of the second “ О ” of “ C O R R E IO ” is vertical, and in the 
left bottom corner the arabesque is very close to the vertical white line 
of the frame (vide arrow of Illustration). There is a white vertical flaw 
to the left of the “ R ” of “ R E IS .” Generally, the stamps appear to 
be printed from a worn die. Illustration X III.

Die VI.— 89 pearls. Similar to Die V. in most points, but the 
longer axis of the small loop to the right of the second “  О ” of 
“ C O R R E IO  ” slopes at an angle of 45 degrees to the vertical : in the 
left bottom corner the arabesque is at a greater distance from the vertical 
white line of the frame, and there is no flaw to the left of the “ R ” of 
“ R E IS .”  Generally, the stamps are much clearer than those of Die 
V., and the die appears to have been in good condition. Illustration 
XIV.

Mr. Marsden says that the order of the several dies is quite 
arbitrary, i.e., so far as the dates of their creation and use are con
cerned ; he mentions that the only dated copy which he had come 
across was one of Die I., bearing the Lisbon post-mark of January, 
1855. I possess a specimen of Die IV a., with the Lisbon post-mark of 
19th June, 1855.

The papers employed for these stamps varies from very thin (pelure) 
to medium— the latter is in some cases rather coarse, but generally of a 
compact nature— and the gum appears to have been liberally applied, 
and is generally of a yellowish tone.

Most of these stamps are of a peculiar reddish lake-brown, that is, 
red-brown, to which, I think, a small quantity of carmine was added. 
This shade is not found in the stamps of Dona Maria, but it occurs in 
one or more of the printings of the 5 reis of Dorn Pedro with curly 
hair. There was, however, one printing at least, in a pale brownish 
red. The only specimens known to me are of Die IL, and are on 
pelure paper ; the impressions are verj' coarse and blotchy.

According to Mr. Castle, these stamps were superseded in 1S56 by 
the 5 reis with curly hair. It is to be hoped that some day official 
information as to the manufacture of these dies, and the several
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printings, will be published, as in the case of the stamps of Dona 
Maria. In the meantime, it must remain somewhat of a puzzle why 
so many dies were required for a stamp which was current only for 
some eighteen months, and is scarce even in the used condition. I 
can only imagine that these numerous dies were made of inferior or 
insufficiently hardened steel, or some other metal, and wore out very 
rapidly. Speaking generally, these stamps are not found in such 
strong relief as the majority of the stamps of Dona Maria, and it is 
possible that some cheaper process was employed in manufacturing the 
dies.

T h e  R e p r i n t .

T here is no suggestion of the reprinting of the 5 reis, straight hair, 
before the series of reprints of 1885, for which series an entirely new 
die of this value was prepared (see Illustration XV.) ; presumably, all 
the original dies were either lost or in such bad condition as to be unfit 
for the press. The new die has 75 pearls, which are much smaller 
than those of the original dies, and the arabesque differs materially 
from that of any of the originals. The reprints are found only on the 
stout intensely white paper, and are in a deep yellowish brown, without 
any trace of the lake tint which occurs in the pigment of the original 
stamps.

T he 25 R e is .

Two dies of this value have long been recognised. Although
somewhat similar there can be no question that they were 
independently engraved. Enlarged photographs of specimens 
of the two types are reproduced in Illustrations XVI. and X VII. 
hollowing the order adopted by Mr. Castle and Mr. Marsden in their 
respective papers in Vols. X. and XII. of the London Philatelist, I have 
called these Die I. and Die II. respectively. It will be observed that 
the general design of each of the two dies follows closely that of the 
25 reis of Dona Maria, but the medallion is narrower, thus allowing 
more of the network to show at the sides. The most striking 
differences in the two dies are as follows : (1) in Die I., the lettering 
of the word “ C O R R E IO ” is much larger than in Die II.: (2) in 
Die I. the pearls do not touch the edge of the oval medallion and are 
quite separate from one another, while in Die II. the pearls touch one 
another, and also the edges of the medallion ; (3) the shape of the 
head and its position relatively to the pearls differ in the two dies.

No official information throwing any light on the dates of the 
respective issues of the stamps has been published, but Mr. Marsden 
has investigated the question by the examination of numerous speci
mens on the original envelopes, and found that the dates of the 
postmarks in the case of Die I. ranged from 23rd February, 1855, to 
the 12th September, 1855, and while in the case of Die II. they ranged 
from the 6th September. 1855, to the ist December, 1S55, and he 
naturally concluded that Die I. was first put to press. It is, of course, 
possible that Die 1. was used concurrently with Die II. and also that
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replicas of one or both of these dies were prepared and used, but I 
have not attempted to look for minute differences and flaws which 
would suggest a reduplication of the dies or either of them.

Presumably these dies were superseded early in the year 1856 by 
the dies having the head with curly hair.

The shades of the stamps of the two dies vary but slightly— being 
mostly of a dull full blue, but a few specimens are somewhat brighter 
and lighter ; the stamps are generally found on paper of medium 
thickness, but specimens of Die I. occur on a very thin or pelure 
paper.

Although these stamps are common in the used condition, unused 
specimens of Die II. are very scarce, in fact the few specimens which 
I have come across appeared to have been affixed to letters and 
escaped obliteration.

T h k  R e p r i n t .

R eprintings of Die I. were made for the series of 1885 or 1890 in a 
bright blue on the well-known stout intensely white paper. No re
impressions of Die II. are known to me.

T he  50 R eis  and 100 R eis .

A pparently  only one die of each value was used for the issues of 
these denominations for the reign of Dom Pedro V., though possibly 
there may have been exact replicas of one or both of the original dies, 
but no writer has yet indicated the existence of any variation or flaws 
in the stamps which would point to the reduplication of either of the 
dies. It may be mentioned, however, that Messrs. Bellars & Davie, in 
their catalogue of 1864, inadvertently listed the 50 reis and 100 reis 
with curly hair as well as with straight hair. This was, of course, a 
mistake, as no specimens with curly hair of the head of the sovereign 
are known in the two higher values. But there were probably several 
separate printings, because the alignment of stamps in blocks and pairs 
indicate the work of the two controlling apparatus of the presses ; more
over, specimens of each value are found on the medium paper 
as well as on the pelure paper, and with yellow thick gum and also 
with white shiny gum, and the shades of each value vary slightly. I 
have in the Preliminary Notes referred to the possibility that some of 
the specimens in mint condition may be reprints, but as these stamps 
remained current until 1864, or at any rate 1863, the probability is not 
so strong as in the cases of the 5 'reis and 25 reis curly hair.

B. H e a d  w i t h  C u r l y  H a i r .

In the absence uf official information, we can only conjecture that the 
change in the style of the effigy of the sovereign was in some way 
connected with the contemporary alteration in the style of the 
coins. The change affected only the two lower values, and the new dies
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were executed by Senor F. В. Freire, whose initials still appear at the 
base of the bust, but as I have already pointed out, now embossed 
instead of being incised.* According to Mr. Castle, both values from the 
new dies with curly hair first appeared in May, 1856, and Mr. Marsden 
adopted this date although he was inclined to think that the 25 reis, at 
any rate, appeared rather earlier. It is curious that while during the 
period February, 1855, to May, 1856, at least six dies of the 5 reis and two 
dies of the 25 reis were employed for the production of stamps of these 
\alues with straight hair, yet from May, 1856, to the end of the reign 
I nth November, 1861), and for some time afterwards, apparently only 
one die of the 5 reis, but at least seven dies of the 25 reis, were used. 
In the Preliminary Notes I have commented on the contrast in the 
respective lives of some of the dies and here I will only repeat my 
suggestion that possibly the original die of the 5 reis curly hair was of 
harder steel and better able to resist the wear and tear of the printing 
operation than the six or seven dies of the same value with straight 
hair, and further, that possibly from the original die of the 5 reis 
curly hair, duplicate dies, which were exact replicas of the original 
die, were produced in the manner I have referred to in my Preliminary 
Notes. It may be mentioned that the reprints of this 5 reis curly hair 
of 1885-1886, or 1890, were made from a die which, if it was not the 
original, was similar in all respects to the original, and was in 
perfect condition. (Vide Illustration XX.)

Illustration X V III, reproduces an enlarged photograph of an im
pression in black on stout white paper, which I believe to be an essa}’ 
of the 5 reis. It is embossed as in the case of the other stamps, but I 
can detect no trace of the engraver’s initials on the bust ; it will be 
seen that the design differs considerably from that of the issued 
stamps.

T he 5 R eis.

Ale the stamps with curly hair of this value being of the same type 
[vide Illustration XIX.), I need İtere only refer to the shades, papers, 
gum, etc., of the issued stamps and to the question of the existence of 
early reprint on which I touched in the Preliminary Xotes. As we 
bave seen, the stamps of this type were probably first issued in May, 
1856, and they remained current until 1862, thus enjoying a life of 
about six years, and therefore, as we might expect, they are found in 
many shades. All writers are agreed that the earliest printings were 
in lake-brown (Mr. Marsden’s “ rich red-brown” ) of the immediately 
preceding 5 reis straight hair; Mr. Marsden gives the order of the 
shades as follows :— “ The earliest was the rich red-brown, identical in 
colour with the 5 reis of the preceding issue; the colour graduali} 
assumed a yellow hue, and through yellow-brown passed to a yellow- 
bistre, eventually finishing up in a deep bistre-brown ” (vide London 
Philatelist, Vol. XII., page 135).

In writing on philatelic matters, one of the greatest difficulties is the 
naming and descriptions of colours and variations of shade,— there is, 
unfortunately, no recognised or fixed nomenclature, and what is worse,

* This is, of course, reversed in the printed stamps.
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definite names have been given in catalogues and reference lists to well- 
known varieties of certain countries w hich by no means harmonise ; this 
is in a great measure due to the fact that the inks employed were fre
quently mixtures; further, in many cases different people use the sanic 
name in different senses, c.g. lilac, purple, violet, bistre, sepia, cobalt, 
indigo, etc. How ever, numerous as the shades of the stamps now under 
consideration may be, w'e can fix on two extremes— one, the earliest 
shade, is, as we have seen, identical with that of normal specimens of 
the 5 reis straight hair, the other is a verj' dark brown, in fact a 
black-brown, identical with that of some of the darkest shades of the 
5 reis of Dom Luiz of 1862. I f i  may venture to suggest a list of the 
shades of the 5 reis which are found obliterated, it would be as 
follows :—

(я) Lake-brown :
This is identical writh shade of the ordinary specimens of the 
5 reis straight hair, and is termed b\’ Mr. Marsden “ rich red
brown.'’ The characteristic of the pigment is that it evidently 
contains some carmine or madder as an ingredient.

(b) Pale brownish red :
This is identical with the shade of the abnormal, badly 
printed specimens of the 5 reis straight hair described above.

(c) Deep red-brown :
This somewhat resembles (a) but it has no trace of lake— it 
approaches the burnt sienna of artists’ paint boxes.

(d) Orange-brown :
This is a bright shade, somewhat similar to, but brighter than 
the orange-brown of the 5 reis of Dona Maria— in some speci
mens the orange predominates.

(c) Grey-brown :
(ƒ) Black-brown :

The pigments of shades (c) and (ƒ) were composite, and 
gradations exist but the\T all showr traces of grey or black 
ingredients: stamps of these shades are probably intended 
by the “ brun-noir" and possibly in some cases by the 
“ sepia " of the catalogues. Similar mixtures were used as 
pigments for some of the 5 reis of Dom Luiz. Some collectors 
describe these shades as chocolate, but I regard that term as 
somew hat ambiguous ; moreover, it suggests the presence oi 
a red or purple tinge which does not exist in mint specimens.

(g) Yellow-brown :
This is a light shade, and might with propriety be termed 
“ raw sienna.” It must not he confused with the “ bisfre- 
browm ” next described, which, although somewhat yellowish, 
is of a much deeper tone.

(Л) Bistre-brown :
This is the colour of the well-known stamps, so common in 
the mint condition, to which I have referred in the Pre
liminary Notes as probably being reprints.
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As regards shade (/;), although “ bistre” is one of the difficult 
ambiguous words, no harm can ensue from its use in this connection 
because the stamps are well known and it is the term used by Mr. 
Castle and others for the same variet}'. Thus, in the tenth volume 
of the London Philatelist, at page 199, Mr. Castle writes :— “  The 
bistre-brown, generally seen now-a-days unused, is probably the latest 
printing, of which, apparently, but few were issued, and the remainder 
stock was disposed of to collectors.” Although this is a deep shade, it 
is easily distinguished from (r) and (ƒ) by the presence of a yellowish 
ingredient, and I am of opinion that it was the failure on the part of 
the compilers of the catalogues to recognize this yellow component 
which has led to the confusion in the classification of the stamps of the 
5 reis curly hair. In the above list of shades, I have included only 
those of stamps in mint condition. Intermediate tones and nondescript 
shades may be found in specimens which have been soaked in water, or 
through some other cause cannot with certainty be said to exhibit 
their original colour. These should be rejected until a mint specimen 
of these scarce abnormal shades is forthcoming.

Mr. Castle’s experience evidently is in accordance with my own as 
to this shade being common in the unused condition. In the light of 
the references to reprints of the 5 reis, curly hair, quoted by myself and 
by Mr. B. T. K. Smith in the letter to which I refer below, I am not 
disposed to accept Mr. Castle’s theory that these stamps are remain
ders ; possibly if he had come across the references to the reprints 
he would have adopted my view of them. It is clear that in all other 
values, on the deaths of Dona Maria and Dorn Pedro, the Government 
used up the stock of stamps on hand before they issued stamps of the 
new reign, and there is no apparent reason why they should have made 
an exception in the case of the 5 reis of Dom Pedro, which, according 
to all the available evidence, remained current until the summer of 
1862.

In the Preliminary Notes I stated (supra page 11) my belief that 
no specimens of this shade are known obliterated. This, of course, 
goes somewhat further than Mr. Castle’s view that “  hut a few were 
issued ” ; but I can say that, although I have diligently sought for 
obliterated specimens, I have never succeeded in obtaining a satisfac
tory copy. I have already stated that specimens of the warm 
yellowish brown (g) might he possibly mistaken for them, especially 
if the stamps had been soaked in water, hut the two shades are 
essentially different, (g) being redder and warmer. Possibly Mr. 
Castle took some of the latter to be specimens of the former. 
It is also quite possible that some of these “ bistre-brown ” stamps 
were passed through the post during the reign of Dom Luiz. Mr. 
Marsden tells us that the Postal Authorities sold the reprints at the 
Mint to anyone who applied for them at face value, and took no 
objection to the user of reprints for franking purposes (vide London 
Philatelist, Vol. X II., page 103) ; but as these particular stamps were 
retailed by M. Moens at a price considerably above their face value, it is 
unlikely that many would be so used, and the fact that I have never 
been able to discover a single satisfactory copy in the used con
dition, is fair evidence that they were never in general use. How
ever. this view seems to have been a source of difficulty to some of my
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readers, and I am glad that Mr. В. T. K. Smith, in an interesting letter 
published in the July number of this volume (supra page 162), has 
opened a discussion on this question. In his letter, Mr. Smith gives 
two quotations bearing on the subject which had escaped my notice.

He points out that M. Pauwels, in his notes in Lc Timbre Poste of 
November, 1867, on the second edition of Berger-Levrault’s catalogue, 
states distinctly that the 5 reis, and 25 reis of Dorn Pedro, had been 
reprinted “ La premiere serie n’est pas la seule réimprimée ; les 5 et 25 
reis de don Pedro, cheveux bouclés, le sont aussi ” ; and he also quotes 
from a series of articles on reprints, published in the Stamp Collectors 
Magazine of 1868 and 1869, the following statement, under the heading 
“ Portugal ” :— “ The 5 reis brown (curled hair) İs the only one of the 
“ second series (Don Pedro) known to have been reprinted. This is far 
“  from common, but being printed in a verj’ dark brown, almost black, 
“ it is easily distinguishable from the originals ” (see S.C.M., Voi. VII., 
page 46). "

In the Preliminary Notes, I quoted two references from catalogues 
of M. Moens, as to reprints of the 5 reis Dom Pedro, curly hair, one in 
his catalogue which was published in monthly parts in 1867, “ Réim
pression, 5 reis, brun noir” ; the other in the fourth edition of his 
priced catalogue (1872-3), “ Timbres réimprimés, 1869. Type 1856 C. 
sur B. 304: 5 reis, lirun jaune.” Mr. Smith raises two questions— 
(i) whether there were two reprints? (2) and if so, ívhat arc they like?

Mr. Smith seems to think I intended to glide over these questions, 
but as they are difficult, I postponed their fuller consideration to this 
part of these present notes, and it is fortunate that I did so, as now I 
have the advantage of Mr. Smith’s criticism and the two quotations 
given by him. Again, Mr. Smith considers that my contention that 
stamps in what I have called “ bistre-brown ” are not known obliter
ated, may be a stumbling block, because stamps so described are quoted 
in the catalogues of Messrs. Stanley7 Gibbons, as well as of M. Moens, 
both used and unused, and at substantially7 the same prices as those of 
other shades. Messrs. Stanley Gibbons’ catalogue for 1906-7 lists the 
following varieties of the 5 reis of 1856 :—

Unused. Used.
No. s. d. s. d.
16. red-brown ... ... 35 0 .,.. 4 0
17- yellow-brown ... 50 О . 3 0
18. bistre-brown .... 40 0 . .. 3 0
19. sepia ... ... 5 0 . , • 3 0

I may sayr that the stamps which I call “ bistre-brown,” are 
in Messrs. Stanley Gibbons’ stock books, placed together with 
unused specimens of the grey-brown (my7 shade r) under the 
heading of No. 19, that is, “  sepia,” and not of No. 18. Here we have 
an instance of the confusion arising from the use of such terms as 
“ sepia,” “ bistre-brown,” etc. The price of the unused specimens ol 
their No. 19, viz., 5s., alone would suggest that Messrs. Stanley Gibbons 
used the word “ sepia ” for a shade which most writers call bistre or 
bistre-brown. But then it may be said that Messrs. Stanley Gibbons 
price these stamps obliterated at 3s. od., which is also the price of two
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of the other shades. When I looked at the obliterated specimens of 
Ko. 19 in their stock books, I found specimens of the grey-brown 
shade, and dull specimens of what I term warm yellowish brown 
[i.c., shades (e) and (g) of my list), but none of the true bistre-brown; 
while under No. 18 1 found other specimens of my shade (g), used only, 
and a specimen of my shade (b), (pale brownish red).

On referring to M. Moens’ catalogue of 1872-3, one finds the follow
ing list of the issued 5 reis, curly hair :—

Unused. Uused,
N0. frs. frs.

16. brun-rouge .. 2.50 ... 0.40
17• brun-jaune .. 2.50 ... 0.30
18. bistre pâle .. —  ... 0-75
19. brun-noir... .. 1.00 ... 0.40

As regards the reprint, the reference is as follows

No. 304. 5 reis. brun jaune ... ... °-75-

which is similar to his No. *7> except that the words “ br
“ jaune ” are not joined by a hyphen.

M. Moens’ catalogue of P'ebruary, 1867, gives only two shades, 
“ brun-jaune” and “ brim foncé,” the reprint being described as 
“ brun-noir ” ; the edition of 1864 (English translation) gives two 
shades, viz., “ red-brown ” and chocolate-brown,” but does not men
tion any reprints, and the last edition of his catalogue (1892) gives
the following shades :—

No.
Unused.

frs.
Used.
frs.

22. brun-rouge ... —  .. . 1.00
23- brun jaunâtre ... —  .. . .60
24. bistre pâle ... —  .. . —
25- bistre-noir ... —  . . . —

26. bistre-brun ... 2.50 .. . —  '

No. 26 is the only item which is priced unused, and it is not 
priced used, and therefore probably indicates the “ bistre-brown” 
reprints. I think that Nos. 22, 23, and 25 can be identified 
as the rich red-brown, orange-brown, and chocolate-browns of tin: 
list I have above suggested, but No. 24 “ bistre pâle” is too vague, 
and would probably cover any shade not clearly attributable to 
the other more definite descriptions ; moreover, the French employ 
the term “ bistre” for a shade not usually termed bistre in English. 
As regards reprints, the same edition lists the earl}- (“ 1864” ) reprints 
of Dona Maria, and also the later reprints of the same reign under the 
following heading:— “ 1885? Nouveau tirage des timbres 1853, sur 
В mat satiné but in the case of Dorn Pedro, the only reprints of 
the varieties with curly hair are given under the following heading :—  
” 1885? Même effigie à cheveux bouclés, type 1856-7, G sur ß l mat 
satiné 5 reis brun 25.

25 „ bleu.
25 ,, rose.”

* i.c., blanc. f  i.e., couleur sur blanc.
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it is clear that the reprints of 1885-1886 on intensely white paper arc 
here intended, and there is no mention of any earlier reprints of Doni 
Pedro. It will be observed, however, that a “ bistre-brun ” has been 
added to the list of issued stamps, and that it is priced at fcs. 2.50. 
unused only, and that none of the other shades are priced unused.

I fully recognise that for any collector who relies implicitly on 
catalogue descriptions, as if they were final logical classifications, my 
statement that the so-called “ bistre-brown ” does not exist in the used 
condition may be a stumbling-block, but, having regard to the am
biguity in such terms as sepia, bistre, etc., and the somewhat loose way 
in which these and similar terms are used, and the fact that the shades 
of the actual stamps arc really numerous with many gradations, and 
the impossibility of accurately arranging the stamps under only four 
headings, the explanation is simple, so far as the catalogue of Messrs. 
Stanley Gibbons is concerned. The difficulty could he entirely avoided 
by a slight revision of their list, and in particular by the rejection of 
the word “ sepia.” I do not assert that “  sepia ” is an erroneous 
description of the “ bistre-brown” reprints, because there are pale 
shades of sepia which approach the particular tint of the bistre- 
brown reprints ; but on the other hand, some shades of sepia are 
almost black, and therefore the term is very inconvenient, especially in 
the case of a stamp which exists in so many different shades, or I may 
say, colours.

As regards M. Moens’ catalogue of 1872-3, it may he that he 
intended to mark a distinction between the “ brun-jaune ” (with a 
hyphen) of the issued stamps, and the “ brun jaune”  of the reprints: 
I imagine that by the latter term M. Moens meant the shade of the 
so-called “ bistre-brown ” specimens, which he held in large quantities, 
and I suggest that, having forgotten their true origin, he subsequently 
listed them in his catalogue of 1892 as issued postage stamps under the 
description “  bistre brun,” and priced them unused at fcs. 2.50.

Returning now to the questions raised by Mr. Smith — Do reprints 
exist ih more than one shade?— the statement quoted by Mr. Smith 
from the article on reprints in the sixth and seventh volume of the 
Stamp Collectors Magazine, and the record in M. Moens’ catalogue of 
February, 1867, strongly favour the conclusion that there was a reprint 
of the 5 reis curly hair in the Ыаск-brown or “ brun noir.” It can 
scarcely be said that the common unused variety, the “ bistre-brown,” 
is intended by the terms “ very dark brown,” or “ brun noir,” which, 
however, might aptly describe the deeper shades of the black-brown and 
grey-brown varieties. Now it so happens that although in mint con
dition the Ыаск-brown and grey-brown stamps are scarcer than the 
bistre-brown, they are by no means rare, while all the other shades of 
the 5 reis are really rare unused, especially in mint condition, and there
fore I think it is quite possible that reprints were struck in the dark 
shade. Therefore, in answer to Mr. Smith’s question, I reply that there 
was certainly one series of early reprints of the 5 reis curly hair, viz., in 
the bistre-brown, and that it is probable that there was another series 
printed in black-brown or grey-brown, and practically indistinguish
able from the issued stamps in those shades. It will he, of course, 
understood that these early reprints have no connection with the official 
reprints of 1885, 1886, or Г890, on intensely white paper. We know
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that the bistre-brown reprints were made before the controlling apparatus 
attached to the presses was altered (in 1865), and the whole case for 
the existence of reprints İn the dark shade is based on quotations from 
M. Moens’ catalogue of 1867, and the Stamp Collector s Magazine of 
1869 ; and I may add that I have never seen a pair or block of these 
black-brown or grey-brown stamps in which the impressions were 
arranged otherwise than in accordance with the original controlling 
apparatus.

As regards paper, I have the red-brown on medium paper as well as 
on the pelure paper. Mr. Castle had apparently met with this shade 
only on the thin paper. The other shades of the issued stamps also 
occur on both varieties of paper. The gum on the stamps of the 
earlier shades is generally yellowish, or even yellow ; but on the later 
impressions, including the bistre-brown reprints, it is whitish and 
shiny.

T h e  R e p r i n t s .

1 have already dealt with the question of early reprints of these л-alues, 
and I will only say that for the series of reprints of 1SS5, 1S86, and 
1S90, on the intensely stout white paper, the original die (or one 
of the original dies, if more than one existed) was employed. I have 
a specimen in a deep grey-brown. Mr. Marsden describes the
reprint as bistre-brown; probably both shades exist, as in the case 
of the late reprints of the 5 reis of Dona Maria. An enlargement of 
one of my own specimens is reproduced in Illustration XX.

T he 25 R e is .

T he dies of this value with the curly hair may conveniently be divided 
into two classes— one consisting of only a single die or a single type, 
having the well-known fine network ; the other comprising six dies, each 
having the so-called coarse network.

Mr. Castle and Mr. Marsden are agreed that the die with the fine 
network was the first used, and that the issue took place early in 1856, 
Mr. Castle suggesting the month of May, and Mr. Marsden a some
what earlier date. An enlargement is reproduced in Illustration XXI. 
Although the stamp is quite common in the used condition, it is very 
scarce unused.

In the second class, I have included the six dies identified and 
described by Mr. Castle in his paper in the tenth volume of the London 
Philatelist, and have adopted his notation; this, I think, is the more 
convenient course, although it is clear from the results of Mr. Marsden's 
further investigations that Mr. Castle’s numbers of the dies by no 
means correspond to the chronological order of the issue of the stamps. 
Although these six dies are grouped together in one division, mainly, of 
course, on the ground of their general resemblance, I ha\-e in the 
Preliminary Notes given my reasons for my view that they, or the

О
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majority of them, are not direct reproductions from one original 
matrix or die, but rather independent creations made up from separate 
pieces or moulds, c.g., the bust, the network, the frame, the letters and 
numerals, etc., and that the differences in the six dies are mainly due 
to this, that in combining these several parts to make the dies, different 
parts of the network contained in the mould were cut off by the outer 
frames. Mr. Castle also refers to the existence of small flaws, especially 
in the outer lines of the frames. I can confirm this, but the printing 
is generally so heavy that it is not easy to detect them. Two small 
flaws are, however, usually conspicuous in the outer line of the frame 
of the stamps of Die II., one in the middle of semi-circular arc in the 
top left corner, and the other in the semi-circular arc of the top right 
corner. .

' The first issues were in blue, but the later ones m rose, and while 
some dies were used in both colours, others apparently were used only 
with one colour.

Reproductions of the stamps printed from the several dies, in both 
colours when they exist, are reproduced in Illustrations X X II. to XXIX.

Mr. Marsden examined a considerable number of envelopes and 
covers bearing the stamps in question, with the following results :—

Bine.
Die. Earliest date. Latest date.

IV. . .. 7U1 August, 1856. ... 16th December, 1857.
I. . .. 26th September, 1857 ... 15th January, 1858.
II. ... 27th January, 1858 ... 16th March, 1858.

Rose,
Die. Earliest date. Latest date.

VI. ... 9th April, 1858 ... 21st May, 1859.
II. ... 31st January, 1859 ... 24th December, 1859.
V. .... 12th Januar}’, i860 ... 28th July, 1861.
III. ... 17th January, t 8 6 i ... 24th August, 1862.

Specimens of Die III. exist in blue ; in fact, the}-are quite common 
in the mint condition, and even whole panes, blocks, and pairs are still 
obtainable, yet not a single obliterated copy has been seen by Mr. 
Castle or Mr. Marsden : and the latter gentleman, in his paper in the 
twelfth volume of the London Philatelist, urges very strong reasons for 
regarding all the specimens of Die III. in blue as reprints. One point 
in particular is significant, viz., that for the stamps in rose, Die III. 
was the last to be employed, the stamps being in use nine months after 
the death of Dorn Pedro. I gather that Mr. Castle thinks that there were 
two printings of Die III. in blue, one after and the other before the 
die had received some slight injuries to the numerals and “ I ” of 
“  R E IS ,” but although lie, too, had not seen an obliterated copy of 
either printing, he was still inclined to regard one printing as a 
remainder and the other as a reprint. So far as my experience goes, 
I have never seen an obliterated specimen, and I unreservedly accept 
Mr. Marsden’s conclusion that these stamps of Die III. in blue are 
reprints, and I see no reason why there should not have been more
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than one printing. In the Preliminary Notes I have suggested that 
some of the 25 reis, and even some of the 50 reis and 100 reis of Dorn 
Pedro held by M. Moens may have been reprints too. I have already 
pointed out that the sheets of the 25 reis blue, Die III., were printed 
from the presses before the controlling apparatus was altered in 1865. 
Used impressions of Dies I. and II. in blue are comparatively scarce, 
especially of Die II., but in the unused condition specimens of Die I. 
are rare, while of Die II., I know of only one unused specimen which 
ís in my own collection, and is reproduced in the Illustration X X III. ; 
unfortunately, it is damaged. It was not represented unused in the 
collections of Mr. Castle or of the late Mr. Ehrenbach. Specimens of 
Die IV., unused, are fairly common. In the rose-coloured stamps, only 
impressions of Die VI. seem to be scarce.

As regards the differences in the several dies, they are most con
spicuous in the parts of the network cut off (i.) by the frame, and the 
value label under the space between the numeral “ 25 ” and the “ R ” 
of “ R E IS  ” ; and (ii.) by the oval medallion and the value label above 
the numeral “ 25 ” (vide the small arrows of the illustrations).

Die I .— The interlacing of the network in the lower position is 
characteristic, and in clearly printed specimens this die 
cannot be confused with any other.

Die I I .— In the lower position, it is somewhat like Die IV., but 
the insertion of the double threads of the network in the 
upper position clearly distinguishes this die from Die IV.

Die III.— This can easily be recognised by the network cut off 
in the lower position, which appears as cross hatching or 
trellis work.

Die I V .— See Die II. supra.

Die V .— Here the portion of the network cut off in the lower 
position is characteristic.

Die VI.— In the lower and upper positions, the network is some
what like Die IV., but there is a marked difference in the 
distance between the “ C ” and first “  О " o f“ CO R R EIO  ” 
in the two dies, it being much greater in Die VI. than in 
Die IV. Further, the upper part of the “ S ” of “  R E IS " 
is much rounder and somewhat smaller than in Dies II. and 
IV. Differences in the insertion of the double threads of 
the network above the “ S ” of “ R E I S ” may also be 
noticed.

T h e  R e p r i n t s .

1 h a v e  already dealt with the early reprint of Die III. in blue. For 
the series of 1S55-6 and 1890 the die with the fine network W'as 
employed, and printed in rose as well as in blue.
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SYN O PSIS.

D on a  M a r ia .
July, /833.

T h ick  paper.

5 reis, Die I.; orange-brown, slight shades.
25 0 pale blue.
-5  » bright blue.
25 ” duli Prussian blue.
25 » dark blue.
5°  y> dark 3*ellowish green.
5° » dark blue-green.

100 „ pale lilac.
100 ,, deep lilac.
100 „ mauve.

Thin paper (pelure).

5 reis, Die I.;
5 >> Die II.;
5 33 33

25 33
25 33
5° ; 33

100 33

orange-brown, slight shades.
yellow-brown.
orange-brown.
bright blue.
dark blue.
dark blue-green.
pale lilac.

V a r i e t i e s .

Double impressions. Thick paper.

25 reis, pale blue.
50 „ green.

These varieties are mentioned by Mr. Marsden in the twelfth 
volume of the London Philatelist, at page 104.

R e p r i n t s .

1863-1864.
On thin paper.

5 reis, Die II. ; bistre-brown. 
25 я original die ; dark blue.
50 „ „ bright green.

100 „ ,, lilac.

* This is listed on the evidence of the specimen mentioned at page 8 supra ; it is, 
however, possibly an accidental variety of the first (thicker) paper, and not a printing 
on the second (thinner) paper supplied in August, 185,3. • may mention that I have
recently acquired a seco id specimen on equally thin paper.
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1885 and 1890.

Oil intensely white stout paper.

5 reis, new die ; bistre-brown.
5 » » grey-brown.

25 „ „ light blue.
50 ,, original die ; bright yellow-green.

100 „ „ dull lilac.

Stamps generally regarded as Reprints, but whose origin has not yet been
definitely ascertained.

On stout white paper.

5 reis, Die II. ; red-brown.
25 „ original die ; blue.

100 „ „  lilac.

Dom Pedro V.
A. H i ; a d  o f  t h e  S o v e r e i g n  w i t h  S t r a i g h t  H a i r .

1855.

Thin (pelure) and medium papers.

5 reis, seven distinct dies ;
5 ,, one only of the above

seven dies, namely, 
No. II.;

25 „ D ie l .;
25 „ Die II. ;
5° >>
50 „

100 „
100 „

lake-brown.

pale brownish-red (thin paper only).
dark blue; slight shades (? February).
dull blue: shades (? September).
yellowish green.
bluish green.
pale lilac.
dull lilac.

R e p r i n t s .

1885 and 1890.

On intensely white stout paper.

5 reis, new die ; dark brown ; black-brown.
25 „ Die I. ; bright blue.
50 ,, original die ; yellow-green,

loo „ ,, pale lilac.
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В .  H e a d  w i t h  C u r l y  H a i r .

On medium and thin papers.

reis,
Я

Я

Я
я
Я

Я

V one die

lake-brown (May, 1856). 
pale brownish red. 
deep red-brown, 
orange-brown.

j grey-brown ; black-brow 11. 
J yellow-brown.

Type I. (with fine network), one die ; bright blue (? May, 1856). 
Type 11. (with coarse network), six dies :
Die I., Die II., & Die IV .; bright blue; slight shades

(? August, 1856).
Die IL, Die III., D ieV., & Die VI. ; rose (? April, 1858).

R e pr in ts .

Prior to 1866. On thin paper.

5 reis, original die ; bistre-brown. (?)
5 „ ,, deep grey-brown.

25 » TyPe IP  (coarse network), Die III .;  bright blue.

1885, 1890.

On intensely white, stout paper.

5 reis, original die; bistre-brown.
25 „ Type I. (fine network), original die ; bright blue.



Illustration I

D ie I. ( O r i g i n a l )



1ST ATI O N I a .

D ie I ( O r i g i n a l ) .

(Late Impression from Worn Die).



D ie I i ,  ( O r i g i n a l )



LLUST A T  ION I I I .

R e p r i n t , 1 8 6 4  ( D i k  I I . )



İlli t r  a x io n  IV.

R e p r i n t ,  1 8 8 6  ( N e w  D i e ) .



•'IVNIOIM Q

д  N o i x v H j  i m i





İlli -t r a t i o n VII.

R e p r i n t ,  1 8 8 6  ( N e w  D i e ) .



JjLUS R ATIO N V I U

D ie I. (75 Pearls).
Straight Hair,



Г RATION I X

Die IL (76^Pearls).
(The numeral “ 5 ” and the “ R R ” of “ C O R R E I O ” small).

Straİ£ht*Hair.



A T IO  N X .

D ik III. (76 Pearls).
(The numeral “ 5 ’' and “ RR "  of “ C O R R E I O ” large).

Straight Hair.



[|Д,| ! KATION XI

i D ie  IV. (Si Pearls).
Straight Hair.

1



RATION XII

i i
D ik IV a . (K i Pearls).

Straight Hair.



LUIS RATION X I I I

Straight Hair,



IJJ. [ RAT I ON X I V

D ie Vi. (89 Pearls).
Stra ight  Hair.

1



•• 
> W

iV
-

l'RAT ION XV,

R e p r in t , 1886 ( N ew  D ie),

Straight Hair.



Illus r a t i o n  X V I

f

D i e  I .

Straight Hair,



D i e  I I .

Stra igh t  Hair, y



1 ш  FRATION X V I I I

E s s a y .

Curly Hair



I li j s t r a t i o n  X I X .

fO r i g i n a l

Curly Hair.



Ili s t r ä t i o n  XX

i

R e p r i n t , 1886
Curly Hair.



I l l  ST JR A T I ON X X  ì

i
F in e  N e t w o r k

Curly Hair.



I

III s t r a t io n  XXII.



к

Ilu  t r a t io n  X X I I I .

^  D ie I I .  (Blue).

Curly Hair.



I l l u s t r a t i o n  X X I V .

ч

D ir III .  (Blue).

Curly Hair.



İL (.'STR A T  ION X X V

D ie I V .  (Blue).

of “ CORREIO ” close).
Curly Hair.

(“ CO •’

вм



Il h j s t r a t i o n  XX\rI



Ili nsTRATioN XXVII

D ik III. (Rose).



I l  LUSTRATION X X V I I I .

D ie V. (Rose).



I i . LUSTRATION X X I X

S  D ie VI. (Rose).
(“ C O ” of •• COKRHIO ” wide).




